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Russia ‘ready to
accept’ US nuke
proposal
Agencies | MOSCOW

R

ussia said yesterday it’s
ready to accept a US
proposal to freeze the number of nuclear warheads and
extend the two nations’ last
arms control pact for one
year.
The statement from the
Russian Foreign Ministry
marks a shift in Moscow’s
position after Russia and
the US rejected each other’s
offers regarding the New
START treaty that expires in
February.
The ministry noted that
it’s ready for a deal if the US
does the same and doesn’t
put forward any additional demands, the statement
read.
The US said it was prepared to meet immediately
with Russia to finalise the
agreement, the State Department said yesterday.
“We appreciate the Russian Federation’s willingness to make progress on
the issue of nuclear arms
control,” spokeswoman
Morgan Ortagus said in a
statement.
“The United States is prepared to meet immediately
to finalise a verifiable agreement. We expect Russia to
empower its diplomats to
do the same.”
The New START treaty
was signed in 2010 by then
US President Barack Obama
and Russian President Dmitry Medvedev. The pact limits each country to no more
than 1,550 deployed nuclear
warheads and 700 deployed
missiles and bombers, and
envisages sweeping on-site
inspections to verify compliance.
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HM King condoles with Saudi Arabia
TDT | Manama

H

is Majesty King Hamad
bin Isa Al Khalifa sent a
cable of condolences to Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud, on the demise of His Royal
Highness Prince Nawaf bin Saad
bin Saud bin Abdulaziz Al Saud.
His Royal Highness the Prime
Minister Prince Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa and His Royal
Highness Prince Salman bin HM the King

TDT | Manama

T

he Court of HRH the Prime
Minister yesterday announced the winners of the first
edition of the $200,000-worth
“Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa
Award for Bahraini Doctor”.
The winners were announced
at a press conference attended
by Health Minister and Jury
Chairperson Faeqa bint Said
Al Saleh, and members Arabian Gulf University president, Dr Khalid Al Ohaly, and
Royal College of Surgeons in
Ireland-Medical University of
Bahrain (RCSI-Bahrain) presi-

HRH the Prime Minister
dent, Dr Samir Al Atoum.
Dr Jameela Mohammed Al
Salman, consultant in infectious diseases, geriatrics and
internal medicine at Salmaniya
Medical Complex, won the first

category entitled “Innovation
and Creative Award in Therapeutic, Clinical and Medical
Research Award”.
Dr Ghufran Ahmed Jassim,
consultant family physician and
RCSI -Bahrain associate professor, won the second place,
while Dr Najat Mohammed
Abul Fath, family physician and
director of public health at the
Ministry of Health, won the
second place bis.
In the second category, the
“Extended Loyalty and Giving
Award”, it was won by Dr Mariam Ebrahim Al Hajeri, family
physician and Assistant Un-

dersecretary for Public Health
at the Ministry of Health, in
appreciation of her dedicated
efforts for more than 30 years
in the government sector and
civil society institutions, as
well as her implementation of
health programmes that have
enhanced public health in the
Kingdom.
Award’s Board chairman and
Undersecretary of HRH Premier’s Court, Shaikh Mohammed bin Rashid bin Khalifa Al
Khalifa, lauded HRH Premier’s
initiative aimed at shedding
light on Bahraini doctors for
their efforts and sacrifices.

CELEBS

Vaccine ‘unlikely’
to ever eradicate
COVID: UK’s top
scientist

LONDON

A

coronavirus vaccine is
“unlikely” to ever completely eradicate the virus,
and the disease may never
disappear, the British government’s chief scientific
adviser has warned.
“I think it’s unlikely that
we’ll end up with a truly
sterilising vaccine that completely stops infection. It’s
likely that this disease will
circulate and be endemic,”
Sir Patrick Vallance told a
UK government committee
yesterday.
The medical definition of
endemic describes a disease
that is constantly present in
the population, much like
seasonal flu.
“My assessment — and
I think that’s the view of
many people — is that’s the
likely outcome,” Vallance
said.

UAE makes historic trip to Israel
Multibillion-dollar fund, visa-free travel deals signed to cement normalisation

•

$3bln

Netanyahu hails
diplomatic breakthrough

The Abrahamic fund
for development and
initiative in the private
sector.

Agencies | DUBAI

A

UAE delegation arrived
in Israel yesterday in a
historic first visit by a
Gulf Arab nation that cemented
a breakthrough normalisation
deal with a series of meetings and
agreements.
The Emiratis landed in Israel’s
Ben Gurion airport, where they
were met by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
agreed a multibillion-dollar fund.
The parties signed four agree-

HAn Etihad Airways plane carrying a delegation from the UAE on a first official
visit, lands at Israel’s Ben Gurion Airport near Tel Aviv
ments including one on visa-free
travel – the first of its kind between Israel and an Arab country.
Other deals were on the promotion and protection of investments, co-operation in sci-

ence and innovation and civil
aviation.
The five-hour-long meeting
– held in the airport because
of coronavirus precautions –
saw the announcement of the

$3 billion Abrahamic fund for
development and initiative in
the private sector, UAE’s state
news agency WAM reported.
“WE ARE MAKING HISTORY IN
“The fund reflects the three
A WAY THAT WILL STAND FOR
countries’ desire to prioritise
GENERATIONS.”
people’s wellbeing regardless
ISRAELI PRIME MINISTER BENJAMIN
of their religious beliefs and
NETANYAHU
identities,” UAE ’s Minister of
State to the UAE Ahmed Ali Al
the next step after Israel signed
Sayegh said.
Top US officials accompanied a normalisation deal with the
the group on the trip, which was UAE and Bahrain.

Change of heart

Pope wears mask for first time at public event
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Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques

Hamad Al Khalifa, the Crown
Prince, Deputy Supreme Commander and First Deputy Prime
Minister, also sent a similar cable of condolences to the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques
HRH the Prime Minister and
HRH the Crown Prince sent a
similar cable to Saudi Crown
Prince, Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Defense His
Royal Highness Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud.

HRH Premier Award winners announced
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George Clooney reveals he almost starred in ‘The Notebook’ 10
MENA Fintech forum returns virtually

Reuters | Rome

P

ope Francis wore a mask
for the first time at a public
function yesterday when he and
other religious leaders attended a prayer service for peace
around the world.
The pope wore a white mask
during the service at the Rome

Basilica of Santa Maria in Aracoeli. Previously he wore masks
only in a car taking him to his
weekly audiences in the Vatican.
He had come under some
criticism, particularly on social
media, for not wearing a mask at
his general audiences and sometimes coming in relatively close
Pope Francis
contact with visitors.

Pope Francis, 83, attended
the service with other Christian
leaders in the basilica, including the Patriarch Bartholomew,
spiritual leader of Orthodox
Christians.
Simultaneously in other locations in Rome, Jews were
praying in the city’s synagogue
and Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist

and Sikh leaders also prayed
for peace.
The event took place as the
number of people who have tested positive for the coronavirus
has risen steadily in Italy in the
past few weeks. Italy recorded
10,874 new coronavirus cases in
the last 24 hours, up from 9,338
on Monday.
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Dedication and noble work

HM King advisor hails new
Arab Parliament Speaker

HRH Premier congratulates winners of his Award for Bahraini Doctor

•
Award promotes
•culture
of creativity

Scientific medical
research highlighted

and innovation
TDT | Manama

H

i s Ro ya l H i g h n e s s
Prime Minister Prince
Khalifa bin Salman Al
Khalifa congratulated yesterday
the winners of the “Khalifa bin
Salman Al Khalifa Award for
Bahraini Doctor.”
He expressed pride in the
honourable achievements
brought about in the scientific
research field, lauding the doctors’ dedication in performing
their noble medical profession
and serving the community.
The Court of HRH the Prime
Minister announced the winners of the first edition of the
$200,000-worth “Khalifa bin
Salman Al Khalifa Award for
Bahraini Doctor”.
The winners were announced
at a press conference attended
by Health Minister and Jury
Chairperson Faeqa bint Said
Al Saleh, and members Arabian Gulf University president,
Dr Khalid Al Ohaly, and Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland-Medical University of Bahrain (RCSI-Bahrain) president,
Dr Samir Al Atoum.
Dr Jameela Mohammed Al
Salman, consultant in infectious
diseases, geriatrics and internal
medicine at Salmaniya Medical
Complex, won the first category entitled “Innovation and
Creative Award in Therapeutic,
Clinical and Medical Research
Award”.

Shaikh Khalid bin Ahmed receives lawmaker
Health Minister and Jury Chairperson Faeqa bint Said Al Saleh and other jury members during the announcement of
winners
Dr Ghufran Ahmed Jassim,
consultant family physician and
RCSI-Bahrain associate professor, won the second place, while
Dr Najat Mohammed Abul Fath,
family physician and director of
public health at the Ministry of
Health, won the second place
bis.
In the second category, the
“Extended Loyalty and Giving
Award”, it was won by Dr Mariam Ebrahim Al Hajeri, family
physician and Assistant Undersecretary for Public Health at
the Ministry of Health, in appreciation of her dedicated efforts
for more than 30 years in the
government sector and civil society institutions, as well as her
implementation of health programmes that have enhanced
public health in the Kingdom.
HRH the Premier also congratulated the undersecretary of
his court and the award’s Secretariat General Chief Shaikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Khalifa
for his successful management
of the award, lauding the secretariat’s high organisational
competence.
He praised the high competition and large participation
by Bahraini male and female
doctors who submitted scien-

Pakistan Club hails Sitra Medical Quarantine’s care

“Through this award,
we have been keen
to affirm our great
appreciation to our
sons and daughters, the
Bahraini doctors, who
embody the authentic
essence of the Bahraini
personality that is
unique in its giving and
sacrifices for the sake
of the homeland.”
HRH THE PREMIER

tific researches and studies that
reflected deep knowledge and
awareness of the importance of
scientific research in achieving
progress.
HRH the Prime Minister asserted that scientific research
is the mainstay of development
and advancement in civilised
societies.
He pointed out the government’s constant keenness to
support the research efforts,
mainly in the medical field, given the importance of researches
in optimising services.

He stressed that crediting
Bahraini citizens for their distinguished accomplishments in
various sectors has contributed
remarkably to stoking the spirit
of competition and promoting
the culture of creativity and innovation.
HRH the Prime Minister
pointed out that the well-deserved achievement made by
Bahraini women in winning
the award in its two categories
reflects their pioneering role
in the medical field and other
areas.
He affirmed that the accomplishment is an added value
to the record of achievements
brought about by Bahraini
women thanks to the support of
His Majesty King Hamad bin Isa
Al Khalifa and the government’s
keenness to enhance their role
as an active partner in the development march.
HRH the Premier said:
“Through this award, we have
been keen to affirm our great
appreciation to our sons and
daughters, the Bahraini doctors, who embody the authentic
essence of the Bahraini personality that is unique in its giving
and sacrifices for the sake of the
homeland.”

TDT | Manama

H

is Majesty King’s Advisor for Diplomatic Affairs
Shaikh Khalid bin Ahmed Al
Khalifa received MP Adel Abdul Rahman Al Asoumi who
was appointed Arab Parliament Speaker.
The advisor congratulated
Al Asoumi, expressing appreciation to his continuous efforts in serving the country
and helping the Arab Parliament serve Arab causes and

interests in various fields.
Shaikh Khalid bin Ahmed
stressed that choosing Al
Asoumi for this position reflects the great Arab appreciation for His Majesty King
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa’s approach, and the tremendous
democratic development that
ranked Bahrain in an advanced
position at the regional and
international levels.
Al Asoumi expressed appreciation to the advisor’s constant keenness to support MPs.

Proposal to promote students passed

The House of Representatives approved a proposal urgently to promote
students born in October, November and December 2013 to the second grade
of primary school after taking the necessary examinations for them.
The presenter of the proposal was Representative Basem Al Maliki.

Humaidan praises Indian workers’ contributions
• India Ambassador
boosts Bahrain ties
TDT | Manama

M

A delegation from the Pakistan Club in the Kingdom of Bahrain, represented
by Engineer Rehan Ahmed, chairman of the Club, Mohammad Afzal Bhatti,
vice chairman, and Abdullah Khan, a volunteer, visited the Royal Medical
Services to extend their sincere thanks and appreciation to His Excellency
Major General Professor Shaikh Khalid bin Ali Al Khalifa, director of the
Royal Medical Services and Colonel (Dr) Nayef Abdul Rahman Louri, director
of Sitra Medical Quarantine, for the quality of care and continuous dedicated
work offered in the Sitra Quarantine facility to the Pakistani community
members in the Kingdom.

inister of Labour and Social
Development Minister and
Labour Market Regulatory Authority (LMRA) chairman Jamil
bin Muhammad Ali Humaidan
met in his office yesterday Indian
Ambassador Piyush Srivastava.
Humaidan welcomed the new
ambassador, wishing him success
in performing his diplomatic mission in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
The Minister noted the strong
and historical relations existing
between the two countries and
the role of Indian workers in Bahrain and their contributions to the
country’s development process.
He stressed the importance of
strengthening co-operation between the two friendly countries
especially in the field of labour
market, social welfare and entrepreneurship.

Labour Minister with the Indian Ambassador
For his part, the Indian Ambassador noted the growing
historical relations between the
two countries, stressing the keenness of the Indian government
to strengthen co-operation with
the Kingdom in various fields.
Ambassador Srivastava praised
the care that Bahrain provides
to the Indian community and
workers in the country, noting
the efforts made by the Ministry
and the LMRA to ensure the provision of protection for them in

KNOW WHAT

Humaidan stressed the importance of strengthening co-operation between the two friendly
countries especially in the field
of labour market, social welfare
and entrepreneurship.

line with the international labour
standards.
He pointed out the measures
Bahrain is taking in this exceptional period to preserve the safe-

ty of everyone, including foreign
workers, which are humanitarian
efforts that reflect the Kingdom’s
leadership in caring for and safeguarding human rights.

Three COVID deaths, 309 new cases and 406 recoveries : Health Ministry
the Ministry of Health announced
early this morning.
Among the latest casualties were
hree died from coronavirus
(COVID-19) and 309 new in- two Bahranis, an 87-year-old man
fections were recorded yesterday, and a 78-year-old woma, 78, raising

TDT | Manama

T

An additional 406 people recovthe death toll 305.
Following 10,360 tests conduct- ered from the deadly respiratory
ed, the new cases included 84 ex- illness yesterday, taking the total
patriate workers, 217 contacts of number of recoveries to 75,089.
The ministry said that of the
local cases and eight travel-related.

3,139 active cases, 65 are receiving
treatment and 31 in critical condition. The remaining 3,108 cases
are stable.
Bahrain has so far registered a

total of 78,533 confirmed cases,
including active cases, recoveries
and deaths. The overall tests conducted in the Kingdom increased
to 1,638,436.
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Specialised prosecution office hailed
•

20

Bahrain first to
establish Prosecution
Office for Trafficking
in Persons

The number of cases
registered this year
regarding trafficking in
persons, of which the
Public Prosecution has
referred eight cases to the
High Criminal Court.

TDT | Manama

B

ahrain is the first Arab
country to establish a
prosecution office specialised in human trafficking
cases.
This was emphasised by Dr
Ali Al Shuwaikh, head of the
Trafficking in Persons Prosecution Office.
He said that the attorney general issued a decision to form
a Prosecution Office for Trafficking in Persons that will be
consisted of a number of prosecutors who have experience in
investigating this case.
Also the head of the Public
Prosecution Office for the College Prosecution, Dr Al Shuwaikh stressed that the decision
supports the competent national
efforts concerned with combatting trafficking in persons.
It also reinforces the advanced
position of Bahrain at the international level in combatting this
type of crime, Dr Al Shuwaikh
added.
The Kingdom of Bahrain has
maintained for the third year

Human trafficking is a global problem
running its Tier 1 ranking in the
US Department of State Trafficking in Persons (TiP) Report.
The Chief Prosecutor indicated that the establishment
of the Trafficking in Persons
Prosecution Office aims to provide a specialised and trained
environment for members of
the Public Prosecution Office to
investigate such crimes, which
requires knowledge of them in
a precise manner.
The work involves exploitation carried out by the crime
of trafficking, in addition to
strengthening criminal protection for victims of trafficking in
persons in a manner that guarantees the rights of the victim
established by law.
Since the beginning of this

Dr Ali Al Shuwaikh
year, the number of registered
cases regarding trafficking
in persons has reached 20, of
which the Public Prosecution
has referred eight cases to the

Salmaniya Complex set to open evening clinics

•

It aims to provide
better health
services to all
TDT | Manama

S

almaniya Medical Complex
has announced work on a
project to open clinics in the
evening as part of its missions
to provide better health services to all.
It is also increasing the workforce for the clinics to reduce
the waiting list for the first consultation.

The project is in line with
the direction of Shaikh Hisham
bin Abdulaziz Al Khalifa, chairman of the Board of Trustees of
Governmental Hospitals, to improve healthcare services particularly in outpatient clinics.
Work on the project has already started on 4 October and
in several stages.
The first phase included outpatient clinics for the following
departments: urology, gastrointestinal diseases, nervous
system diseases, ear, nose and
throat diseases, and ophthalmology department, at a rate of
20 to 30 patients per day in each

Patients at Salmaniya Medical Complex

specialty, where approximately
90 to 120 new patients are received per week in the evening.
The next stage includes clinics of dermatology, plastic surgery, endocrinology, rheumatology and orthopedics.
In the initial plan for the first
phase, and for the dermatology
department, it is working to
reduce the current waiting list
for the first consultations in
the dermatology department
from eight months to less than
four months.
In the ophthalmology department from five months to
three months. The numbers
vary according to specialisation, but the goal remains to
reduce these lists within three
to five months.
Based on the data collected, the complex management
can determine the clinics of
the highest priority, then classify them further, determine
the recommended number of
additional clinics required,
and set future plans to reduce
waiting lists according to strategic plans to provide better
services.

Bahrain welcomes US decision on Sudan
TDT | Manama

T

Information
Minister pays
homage to UAE
media icon

he Ministry of Foreign
Affairs welcomes the US
administration’s decision to
remove Sudan from the list of
countries sponsoring terrorism.
The Ministry stressed that it
is a positive step that supports
the efforts of Sudan’s transitional government and is in the
interest of enhancing security
and stability in its territories.
The Ministry affirms the
Kingdom of Bahrain’s support
for Sudan and its people, and
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
the country’s development.

They were also deported after
the execution of punishment,
while the victims returned to
their respective country.
Five cases are still pending before the court, while the prosecution concluded, in light of the
findings of the investigations,
to exclude the suspicion of the
crime in eight cases, and to refer
two of them to the court for the
crime in which that suspicion
was raised. The investigation is
still underway in four cases.
The Public Prosecution, since
the issuance of Law No. (1) of
2008 regarding combatting trafficking in persons, has taken
interim and gradual measures
that are qualified to establish
this prosecution in order to develop capabilities and provide
the necessary expertise to invesHigh Criminal Court.
Three of the accused have tigate this type of crime through
been convicted and slapped an initial system of jurisdiction,
three to 10 years in jail in addi- and to participate in national
activities.
tion to fines.

Information Minister
TDT | Manama

I

nformation Affairs Minister Ali bin Mohammed
Al Romaihi mourned the
sad demise of Emirati journalism pioneer Ibrahim Al
Abed, adviser to the chairman of the UAE’s National
Media Council (NMC), who
passed away yesterday, leaving behind a prolific legacy in serving his nation,
contributing to the development of the press and
media and enriching scientific research.
“The GCC and Arab press
and media communities
have lost an iconic pioneer
of responsible media”, the
Minister said, praising his
contributions which span
almost five decades of devoted services in the UAE
media industry.

Bahrain pavilion construction work on track
Shaikha Mai receives
project contractors

•

BETTER

TDT | Manama

KNOW

The design of the pavilion takes
the form of a cube, supported
by 126 columns and 169 panel
façades made of steel.

H

er Excellency Shaikha Mai
Bint Mohammed Al Khalifa, president of the Bahrain
Authority for Culture and Antiquities (BACA) and commissioner general of the Bahrain
National Pavilion at Expo 2021
Dubai, received Giuseppe Antonio and Chiaranda Gregory
from Raymond Medell Asset,
the contracting company operating on the pavilion, to discuss
the latest developments in the
implementation of the project.
Shaikha Mai affirmed that
the Kingdom of Bahrain is moving steadily towards the completion of its pavilion at Expo
2021 Dubai, stressing that it will
be a great opportunity to promote the ancient Bahraini heritage and introduce the world
to Bahrain sites on the UNESCO
World Heritage List, and other
Bahraini heritage, material
and immaterial components.
During the meeting, the
latest achievements of the
2,000-square-metre Bahrain
Pavilion were reviewed, as it

The Bahrain pavilion
was confirmed that 60% of
the project had been completed and that the construction
work would be completed according to the time plan in
January 2021.
The design of the pavilion,
which takes the form of a
cube, supported by 126 columns and 169 panel façades
made of steel, was also addressed.
Implementation teams de-

veloped a special engineering
system for installing columns
and facades, which was used
for the first time in building
the wing.
The Bahrain National Pavilion at Expo 2021 Dubai was
designed by the Swiss engineer Christian Kerees, who is
considered an important name
in the world of architecture
and research related to construction and installation.

AGU opens tenders for furnishing equipment
TDT | Manama

T

he Arabian Gulf University
held a meeting to open the
envelopes of financial bids for
furnishing equipment for the
King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz
Medical City Hospital project
in Bahrain.
Present were three companies that qualified for the final
qualifiers, namely Al Bassam
Trading Company, Mofen Al

Rassam Company and Half
Lock One Company.
AG U v i c e - p r e s i d e n t D r
Khaled Saeed Tabbara said
the university has made great
strides in building the Medical City project, and this stage
comes to choose the body responsible for taking over the
furnishing of the Medical City
buildings.
Next week, another meeting
will be held to open the bids

submitted to equip the hospital
with medical devices.
He pointed out that the three
winning bids were chosen after
reviewing all the other bids and
selecting the best ones from the
technical point of view.
Dr Tabbara pointed out that
King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz
Medical City Hospital will be
ready by the end of 2021. It will
start its work at the beginning
of 2022.
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Innovative educational solution
University of Bahrain moves IT infrastructure applications to Amazon Web Services Cloud
teachers
•standStudents,
to benefit
KNOW WHAT

TDT | Manama

T

he University of Bahrain
(UoB) announced yesterday that it has reached
the final stage of the process
of moving the entire IT infrastructure to the Amazon Web
Services (AWS) Cloud.
AWS is the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted
cloud platform, offering over
175 fully featured services from
data centres globally. Millions
of customers — including the
fastest-growing startups, largest
enterprises, and leading government agencies — are using AWS
to lower costs, become more agile, and innovate faster.
Once the application transfer
process is complete by the end of
this year, UoB will be the largest
university in the Middle East to
fully move its core applications
to the AWS Cloud, including Student Information Management
System (SIS), Correspondence
Management System ( CMS ),
home page portal and domain
subsidiary and backend systems.
Moving core applications to
the Cloud (AWS) provides exceptional benefits to the UoB, including reduced costs, enhanced
security, accelerated project
launch and implementation of
new ideas.
On the other hand, through
the use of AWS, the performance
of the core applications is improved by more than 40%. The
performance of the university’s
website has also improved by
more than 50%, which is the

University of Bahrain
page that is used to access the
subdomains and services intended for students.
Other benefits that the university will get through the transition to the Cloud (AWS) include
the ability to speed up research
schedules for master’s and doctoral students at the university, by enabling them to access
high-performance computing to
quickly and effectively analyse
large data sets, as well as benefit from advanced technologies
such as artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML), and
researchers can also easily share
their results with collaborators
in all universities around the
world.
With the aim of making the
transition process more smooth,
UoB has invested in developing
the workforce through intensive training programmes for
the IT team, whose members
have obtained official high-level
Amazon Web Services ( AWS )

certificates, which gave them
the skills necessary to implement this project. Cloud-based
customised services provide the
university’s IT teams with the
ability to build secure environments while freeing up their
resources to focus on students.
The move to the Cloud (AWS)
is a continuation of the overall
cloud computing strategy of the
UoB, which it has started implementing over the past few
years, and includes an increasing
trend towards focusing on cloud
learning for its students.
In 2017, the university joined
the AWS Academy Program, a
program that provides higher
education institutions around
the world with a customised
curriculum for cloud computing.
UoB teachers who are accredited by AWS Academy provide
curricula and training courses
for students that include the
fundamentals of AWS cloud

“It is important for
higher education
institutions to
have the ability
to quickly and
effectively adapt to
the transformations
that our world is
witnessing today.
Amazon Web Services
(AWS) cloud will
provide innovative
educational
solutions.”
UOB PRESIDENT PROF DR RIYAD HAMZAH

computing technology.
In 2019, UoB became the first
university in the Middle East
to launch the Cloud Computing Certificate in co-operation
with AWS Educate, with the first
batch being registered in the

Education Minister briefed on college’s progress
TDT | Manama

E

ducation Minister Dr Majid
Ali Al Nuaimi chaired the
Abdullah bin Khalid College for
Islamic Studies Board of Trustees online meeting.
The attendees praised HM the
King’s decision to establish the
Abdullah bin Khalid College for
Islamic Studies, a great achievement that will serve the educational process in Bahrain.
The college is named after
HH Shaikh Abdullah bin Khalid
Al Khalifa who is known for
his Islamic and humanitarian
achievements.
The board of trustees selected
Dr Shaikh Abdullatif Mahmood
Al Mahmood as vice-presi-

first semester of the 2020/2021
academic year.
In addition, in 2020, the university launched – in partnership with the Labor Fund (Tamkeen) and Amazon Web Services (AWS) – a Cloud Innovation
Center (CIC), which focuses on
accelerating the digital transformation of the public sector
by leveraging cloud technologies to find effective solutions
to realistic challenges.
UoB president Prof Dr Riyad
Hamzah said: “It is important
for higher education institutions
to have the ability to quickly and
effectively adapt to the transformations that our world is
witnessing today. University of
Bahrain has managed – through
moving the IT infrastructure to
the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
cloud from improving basic educational applications to provide
better educational services and
tools for students and teachers alike, which will undoubtedly contribute to opening a
new world of opportunities to
provide innovative educational
solutions.”
The university president expressed his pride in the efforts
made by the members of the
Information Technology Center

Millions of customers
— including the fastest-growing startups,
largest enterprises,
and leading government agencies — are
using AWS to lower
costs, become more
agile, and innovate
faster.
at the university, which was able
to complete the process of transferring applications smoothly
without any impact on the progress of our operations, thanks
to the high experience and advanced skills they have.
“We look forward to continuing to implement our cloud
strategy through which we seek
to provide our students with the
latest innovations and solutions
in the field of cloud education,
and to develop new services and
solutions based on the world’s
leading cloud,” Prof Hamzah
said.
For her part, Dr Azza El-Shennawy, Head of Education for the
Middle East and North Africa
at AWS , said: “The enormous
potential and capabilities provided by cloud computing provide many positive benefits to
the education sector, including
helping to reduce expenditures
and enhance levels of safety and
protection, in addition to empowering universities and educational institutions.

Bahrain-Israel postal
exchange to start soon
TDT | Manama

KNOW WHAT

Education Minister chairs the online meeting

The college is
named after HH
Shaikh Abdullah
bin Khalid Al Khalifa who is known
for his Islamic
and humanitarian
achievements.

The members were also
dent of the board and viewed process.
The board was also assured shown a design of the college
a presentation on the college’s
function, departments, special- about the measures taken dur- and departments, classrooms
isations and student admission ing the coronavirus pandemic. and various facilities.

A

ssistant Undersecretary
for Post at the Ministry
of Transportation and Telecommunication Shaikh Bader
bin Khalifa Al Khalifa has announced that postal exchange
between Bahrain and Israel
will start soon.
In a press statement, Shaikh Bader said that it was the
result of the signing of the
memoranda of understanding
following the establishment of Shaikh Bader bin Khalifa Al Khalifa
diplomatic relations between
the Kingdom of Bahrain and stability and prosperity in the
Israel recently.ions for more Middle East.

Shaikha Mai takes part in culture and heritage forum
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain Authority for Culture and Antiquities (BACA)
president Shaikha Mai bint Mohammed Al Khalifa yesterday
participated in an international
forum organised remotely by
the Italian Romualdo Del Bianco Foundation to highlight the
publications of the forum 2020,
Building Peace through Heritage - World Forum to Change

through Dialogue.
Through a recorded speech,
Shaikha Mai thanked the
Romualdo Del Bianco Foundation for inviting her in the forum
which is held at a time when
it is deemed necessary to cast
light on culture and heritage as
well as communication between
peoples and civilisations.
She said undoubtedly the
publications of “Building Peace
through Heritage” forum will

have an active role in promoting the importance of culture
and its role in laying bridges of
co-operation between peoples,
especially at this time when the
world is suffering from various
upheavals.
Shaikha Mai stressed that
human heritage connects all
mankind and is the common
language between all countries
in the world.
She noted that the basic in-

BACA president

frastructure of culture provides
the opportunity to improve local communities and their heritage which plays an essential
role in cultural tourism.
stressed that cultural tourism
is inextricably linked to heritage
as tourists always seek through
their trip to get informed about
the identity of nations and their
heritage.
She also pointed out the great
importance given by the United

Nations to cultural tourism as a
main tributary for sustainable
development.
Shaikha Mai underscored
continuity of cultural work
despite the coronavirus pandemic by investing available
technological tools to enhance
communication, promote national cultural achievements,
invigorate internal tourism and
inform the public of their cultural heritage.
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Israel says UAE visit
‘making history’

MENA Fintech
forum returns
virtually

No more trade
talks unless
EU changes
position, UK’s
Johnson says

Signs deals for visa exemptions, scientific cooperation

•
• To set up a $3
billion fund
• Fund for
modernising

Four agreement
signed

Sael Al Waary

Rasheed Al Maraj

•

Bank of Bahrain said: “We are
pleased to continue our support to Bank ABC’s initiative of
the MEA Fintech Forum, which
has significantly advanced
Bahrain’s FinTech agenda and
encouraged the business and
financial services community to look at their operations
differently. We look forward
to another engaging and successful conference this year.”
Sael Al Waary, Deputy Group
CEO, Bank ABC said the event
brings together leading thinkers, technologists, and those
who are shaping the financial
services industry. “They will
discuss pertinent subjects such
as economic recovery, regulation in the digital age, cybersecurity and the e-commerce
ecosystem.”
The forum aims at exploring
how disruptive technologies
such as artificial intelligence
can be harnessed to enhance
operational efficiency and
meet the ever-changing needs
and expectations of the customer. More regional banks,
financial institutions, big tech
and leading consultancies are
expected to take part in the
forum this year.

To be held under
the patronage of the
Central Bank of Bahrain

•

Bank ABC
hosts the forum
TDT | Manama

D

espite the pandemic,
which led to the cancellation of many major events around the world,
MENA’s leading international
bank, Bank ABC, under the patronage of the Central Bank of
Bahrain, is returning with the
fourth edition of annual MEA
Fintech Forum.
Themed “Banking Beyond
Digital”, the forum dubbed as
the “Davos of Fintech” kicksoff on a virtual platform from
24 - 25 November 2020.
The two-day event aims
to discuss subjects including
post-pandemic recovery, lowtouch economy, Bank of the
future, cashless payments and
sustainability.
Commenting, Rasheed Al
Maraj, Governor of the Central

Reuters | London

T

checkpoints for
Palestinians

•

The US officials on
Sunday joined an Israeli
delegation to Bahrain
for a signing ceremony
to formalise ties

An Etihad Airways plane carrying a UAE delegation on its first official visit to
Israel (Courtesy of the National)

UAE... will show our peoples,
the region and the entire world
the benefit of having friendly,
Reuters | Jerusalem
peaceful and normal exchanges,” Netanyahu said.
Four agreements were signed
n an historic first visit by a
Gulf Arab nation, a United
Arab Emirates delegation
arrived in Israel yesterday, accompanied by top US officials,
to cement a normalisation deal Reuters | Jerusalem
signed last month.
“We are making history in a
way that will stand for gener- The United States, Israel and
ations,” Israeli Prime Minister the United Arab Emirates
Benjamin Netanyahu said in will set up a fund to encourwelcoming Emirati Economy age private-sector investment
Minister Abdullah bin Touq al- and regional cooperation, U.S.
Mari and Minister of State for International Development
Financial Affairs Obaid Humaid Finance Corporation head
al-Tayer.
Adam Boehler said on TuesThey were accompanied by day. Speaking at a ceremony
US Treasury Secretary Steven to mark the arrival of the first
Mnuchin and other American official UAE delegation in Israofficials on the flight from Abu el, Boehler envisaged funding
Dhabi to Ben Gurion Airport to enable the modernisation of
near Tel Aviv.
Israeli-operated checkpoints
“I think that the visit of such for Palestinians.
a high level delegation from the

I

US announces joint
Israel-UAE fund

– relating to investment, scientific cooperation, civil aviation
and visa exemptions during the
visit, which was restricted to
the airport due to coronavirus
concerns.
Tayer said the deals offered “great opportunities” to
“achieve prosperity for both
our ecnomies, and our people”.
Citing discussions on taxation and financial relations, he
said there had already been significant progress between the
two governments and added:
“We look forward to welcoming you to the UAE in the near
future.”
Mnuchin, the most senior
US official to attend, called it
an “historic occasion,” adding:
“With greater economic prosperity comes stronger security.”
Reflecting a realignment of
regional powers concerned
about Iran, he added that Israel,
the UAE and USA “share a smart
outlook regarding threats and
opportunities in the region.”

IAA holding virtual global conference on Economic revival
• Creativity4Better
2020 takes place on
its first virtual global conference on the
theme Brands: The Engine for Economic
Revival.
Creativity4Better 2020 taking place
October 27 and 28
on October 27 and 28 and will feature
leaders from global companies including
Facebook, Google, Heineken, Havas CreIn attendance are
ative, Google and many more.
leaders from Facebook,
“The event will deliver a packed agenGoogle, Heineken, Havas
da that focuses on the importance brands
Creative, Google
play for economic recovery post-COVID-19,” said Khamis Al Muqla, IAA Bahrain Chapter President.
TDT | Manama
IAA joins forces with the United Nations with Maher Nasser, Director of
he International Advertising Asso- DGC’s Outreach Division speaking about
ciation ( IAA ) announced holding the United Nations’ vision for post-Cov-

•

T

governments, agenid-19 and how governThe IAA was founded
cies, media owners,
ments, businesses and
in 1938 in New York,
students and academia
brands can ensure ecoUSA and has over 4000
from around the world.
nomic recovery.
individual and corporate
The event is open
David Haigh, CEO
members spanning marto both members and
of the world’s leading
keting, advertising, menon-members. IAA
independent brand
dia, IT communications
valuation consultanmembers will get an
and academic sectors
cy, Brand Finance, will
exclusive discount.
present its new report
Don’t miss the chance
with a presence across
– Why Brands Matter56 countries. IAA Bahrain to gain first-hand inon the role of brands
sight from over 25+
Chapter was founded in
in driving growth for
industry-leading
1993.
individual businesses
speakers. For more inand the global economy as a whole.
formation about the event, the full list of
The event will bring together thou- speakers, and to register for tickets, visit
sands of delegates including brands, creativity4better.com.

here will be no more
trade talks with the
European Union unless the
bloc fundamentally changes its stance on the discussions, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson told his
Greek counterpart in a call
on Tuesday.
“He reaffirmed that the
EU have effectively ended
those negotiations by stating they did not want to
change their negotiating
position,” Johnson’s spokesman said following the call
with Prime Minster Kyriakos Mitsotakis.
“Should the EU fundamentally change their position, then the UK would be
willing to talk on that new
basis.”
The two leaders also
spoke about the recent
Turkish Cypriot presidential election, which was
won by Ersin Tatar who
favours separate administrations on the Mediterranean island, the spokesman
said.
“The prime minister was
clear that a settlement in
Cyprus was in everyone’s
interest,” the spokesman
said.

EU takes action
against ‘golden
passport’ schemes
in Cyprus, Malta
Reuters | Brussels

T

he European Union’s
executive said on Tuesday it was launching legal
action against Cyprus and
Malta over their investor
citizenship programmes,
also known as “golden passport” schemes.
The schemes allow
wealthy foreigners to buy
citizenship in exchange for
an investment of around 1
million euros ($1.2 million)
in Malta and 2 million euros
in Cyprus.

The Chief Executive Officer of the Bahrain Chamber Shaker Al Shater takes part in the 47th meeting of the Executive Leaders’ Committee of the Federation of GCC Chambers held virtually with the participation of chief executives and directors from
member chambers and federations. The meeting discussed a memorandum of cooperation between the Federation and the Secretariat General of Gulf Cooperation Council on international economic affairs as well as endorsed a comparative report
on the revenues and expenses of the General Secretariat of the Federation for the year 2018 and the closing accounts among several other decisions.
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Kuwait’s new
emir calls
for national
unity ahead of
elections

Danish submarine killer
caught after prison escape

News in brief
u India posted its lowest
daily coronavirus caseload
in nearly three months, data
from the health ministry
showed on Tuesday, as new
cases maintained decreasing
trend from a peak in
September. The country reported
46,790 new infections in the last
24 hours, taking its tally to nearly 7.6 million - the
second highest behind the United States. It also
reported 587 deaths, taking the total to 115,197.
u Britain said on Tuesday it would
back “human challenge” trials, where
young and healthy volunteers are deliberately
infected with COVID-19, to accelerate the development of vaccines for the disease.
The government said it would invest 33.6 million pounds ($43.5 million) in the
studies in partnership with Imperial College London, laboratory and trial services
company hVIVO and the Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust. If approved by
regulators and an ethics
UK backs
committee, the studies
COVID-19 vaccine
would start in January
trials that infect
with results expected by
May 2021, the government
volunteers
said.
u Russian military intelligence services were planning a
cyber-attack on the Japanese-hosted Olympics and Paralympics in
Tokyo this
Russia
summer in
planned cyberan attempt
to disrupt the attack on Tokyo
world’s premier Olympics, says UK
sporting event,
the UK National Cyber Security Centre has revealed, disclosing a joint operation
with the US intelligence agencies. The Russian cyber-reconnaissance work covered
the Games organisers, logistics services and sponsors and was under way before
the Olympics was postponed due to coronavirus.
u A Garland woman with COVID-19 died
Woman dies
while on a flight from Arizona to Texas in
from
COVID-19
July, Dallas County Judge Clay Jenkins said Sunday
while
on
while announcing an additional 592 cases of the disease
and three deaths. In a news release, Jenkins said they domestic flight
had been notified a woman in her 30s died July 25
while the plane was parked on the apron. The woman had difficulty breathing and
was given oxygen but died on the jetway, Jenkins said. Further details about the
case were not released due to patient privacy.
u Indonesia rejected this year a proposal
Indonesia
by the United States to allow its P-8 Poseidon
rejected US
maritime surveillance planes to land and refuel there,
request to host according to four senior Indonesian officials familiar
with the matter. US officials made multiple “high-level”
spy planes
approaches in July and August to Indonesia’s defence
and foreign ministers before Indonesia’s president, Joko Widodo, rebuffed the
request, the officials said.
u Most people would get a COVID-19
vaccine if their government or employer
recommended it, results of a global poll showed
yesterday, amid growing concerns about public
distrust of the shots being developed at speed to
end the pandemic.

India
posts lowest
daily new
virus cases

Reuters | Kuwait

K

uwait’s Emir Sheikh
Nawaf al-Ahmad al-Sabah called yesterday for national unity to meet challenges facing the Gulf state,
in a speech to lawmakers
ahead of elections on Dec. 5.
“National unity has proven to be our strongest weapon in facing challenges, dangers and crises,” said the
emir, who assumed power
last month on the death of
the previous ruler.
Prime Minister Sheikh
Sabah al-Khalid al-Sabah,
also addressing the opening
of a supplementary legislative session, called for greater efforts to “diversify revenue sources and rationalize
spending and consumption
... without detriment to citizens” in the cradle-to-grave
welfare state.
He said the government
was seeking more sustainable tools to finance the
budget, in which public sector salaries and subsidies
accounted for 71 per cent of
spending for the 2020-2021
fiscal year.

Peter Madsen, who was convicted of killing Swedish
journalist Kim Wall in a self-built submarine in 2017, is
surrounded by police during his prison escape attempt, in
Albertslund, Denmark
built submarine
i n 2 0 1 7, w a s
Madsen was
caught by Dansentenced to life in
ish authorities
prison in 2018 for
on Tuesday after he briefly esmurdering, sexually
caped from prismutilating and
on, police said. The submarine UC3 Nautilus is seen covered with green
dismembering Wall
Danish police
aboard the submarine in earlier said on tarpaulin in Nordavn.
Madsen was sentenced to
Twitter they had arrested a man
Copenhagen harbour.
just outside the capital Copen- life in prison in 2018 for murhagen, after he had fled prison. dering, sexually mutilating and
Reuters | Copenhagen
Footage released by tabloid dismembering Wall aboard the
Ekstra Bladet showed a man re- submarine in Copenhagen hareter Madsen, who was con- sembling Peter Madsen sitting bour.
Police later said the operavicted of killing Swedish up against a fence surrounded
journalist Kim Wall in a self- by police forces at a distance. tion, taking place less than a
kilometre from the prison
where Madsen is serving his
sentence, was over and that
the man under arrest had been
taken away.

•

P

Fauci a ‘disaster’
Fauci is a disaster. If I listened
to him, we’d have
500,000 deaths:
Trump

•

Fauci dismissed the
president’s comments
as a distraction

• Trump said
Americans were fed
up with pandemic
restrictions

Reuters | Las Vegas/Washington

P

resident Donald Trump
called coronavirus expert Anthony Fauci a
“disaster” yesterday, airing his
frustration with the scientist
during a call meant to reassure
campaign staff he has a path
to election victory on Nov. 3,
despite trailing in opinion polls.
Trump and Fauci, a member
of his coronavirus task force,
have been at odds over how
best to handle a pandemic that
has killed more than 219,000
people in the United States and
weakened the Republican president’s case for re-election.
Fauci, 79, who has served under Republican and Democrat-

People are saying:
‘Whatever. Just leave
us alone.’ They’re
tired of it. People
are tired of hearing
Fauci and all these
idiots
TRUMP

ic presidents and is one of the
most admired scientists in the
United States, has urged that
COVID-19 continue to be taken
seriously. Trump has suggested
the worst has passed.
“Fauci is a disaster. If I listened to him, we’d have 500,000
deaths,” Trump said during the
call, which the campaign al-

lowed reporters to join.
Fauci has openly complained
about being included, and quoted out of context, in a Trump
campaign advertisement that
discussed the administration’s
pandemic response. He said in
a CBS’ “60 Minutes” interview
broadcast on Sunday that he
was not surprised Trump himself contracted the virus.
Trump, speaking from his
signature hotel in Las Vegas
ahead of two rallies in Arizona,
said Fauci bombed during TV
interviews but that it would be
“a bigger bomb if you fire him.”
In a radio interview on Monday night, Fauci dismissed the
president’s comments as a distraction, referring to a wellknown book about the Mafia.
“That other stuff, it’s like in
‘The Godfather’: Nothing personal, strictly business. As far
as I’m concerned, I just want
to do my job and take care of
the people of this country.” he
told Southern California radio
station KNX1070.
Trump said Americans were
fed up with pandemic restrictions.
“People are saying: ‘Whatever. Just leave us alone.’ They’re
tired of it. People are tired of
hearing Fauci and all these idiots,” said Trump, whose rallies
include many supporters not
wearing masks and standing
shoulder to shoulder, at odds
with the guidance of Fauci and
other public health experts.

Global

Countries worst affected

Covid-19 Cases:

40,855,678
Deaths
1,125,951
Recovered:
30,479,910
New cases

+216,470
New deaths

+3,192

Country

Total cases

new cases

Total
deaths

New
Deaths

1

USA

8,468,223

+11,570

225,451

+229

2

India

7,644,979

+50,243

115,879

+643

3

Brazil

5,255,277

+4,150

154,327

+101

4

Russia

1,431,635

+16,319

24,635

+269

5

Spain

1,015,795

33,992

6

Argentina

1,002,662

26,716

7

Colombia

965,883

29,102

8

France

910,277

33,623

9

Peru

870,876

33,820

10

Mexico

854,926

+3,699

86,338

+171

11

UK

762,542

+21,331

43,967

+241

12

South Africa

705,254

13

Iran

539,670

+5,039

31,034

+322

14

Chile

494,478

+1,099

13,702

+26

18,492

Middle East

Country Total
cases

new
cases

Figures as of closing

Total
deaths

Egypt

105,547

Saudi
Arabia

342,968

+385

5,217

UAE

117,594

+1,077

Kuwait

117,718

Oman

111,033

Qatar

129,671

New
Total
Active
Deaths recovered cases

6,130

Serious, Tot cases/1m pop
Critical

98,314

1,103

41

1,026

+16

329,270

8,481

840

9,806

470

+4

110,313

6,811

+886

714

+4

109,198

7,806

133

27,444

+439

1,122

+8

96,949

12,962

207

21,582

126,650

2,797

49

46,182

224

11,847
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Trump calls for
investigation of
Biden

French teacher’s killer
sent SMS to parent
•

AFP News

P

resident Donald Trump
called yesterday on
the US attorney general to
investigate his “criminal”
Democratic opponent Joe
Biden, as he headed to a rally in the key state of Pennsylvania two weeks before
election day.
Polls show Trump down
or in a tight contest in most
of the swing states that decide presidential races, but
he believes a combination
of frenetic campaigning and
scorched earth personal attacks on Biden are giving
him new momentum.
“Things are changing
fast,” Trump told the Fox &
Friends program Tuesday,
claiming that his own polling showed Biden is “imploding.”

History teacher
Samuel Paty was
beheaded on Friday
outside his school
Reuters | Paris

T

he young man who beheaded a French teacher
for showing caricatures
of the Prophet Mohammad in
class had sent an SMS message
to one of the schoolchildren’s
parents who had complained
about the images, a police
source said yesterday.
The source told Reuters
that it was not clear whether the parent - the father of
a girl in the teacher’s class had responded to the SMS
message.
History teacher Samuel Paty
was beheaded on Friday outside
his school in the Paris suburb of
Conflans by an 18-year-old man
of Chechen origin.
Prosecutors said the attacker,
shot dead by police soon after

Richard Ferrand, speaker of the French National Assembly, and members of
parliament pay tribute to Samuel Paty, the French teacher who was beheaded
in a Paris suburb, in Paris, France
the attack, wanted to punish
the teacher for showing his pupils cartoons of the Prophet
Mohammad in a civics class on
freedom of expression earlier
this month.
BFM TV reported on Tuesday
that the father who had denounced the teacher in a video
on social media had exchanged
Whatsapp messages with the
killer in the days preceding the
attack.
The beheaded teacher had

been the target of an angry social media campaign in the days
before the murder.
The father, who has been detained by police, had posted a
video on Facebook saying he
wanted the teacher removed,
prosecutors said at the weekend. The man also went to see
the school principal to complain and put out another Facebook video, giving the name of
the teacher and identifying the
school.

India says ‘no timeframe’ for release of soldier
AFP News

A

Chinese soldier detained after straying
into Indian territory near their high-altitude frontier will be handed back “after
formalities are completed”, New Delhi said
Tuesday.
Both sides have engaged in a tense standoff along their 3,500-kilometre (2,200-mile)
border since a battle in June left at least 20
Indian soldiers dead, as well as an unspec-

ified number of Chinese casualties
India announced Monday that a corporal
named Wang Ya Long had been “apprehended” in the harsh mountainous area
of Ladakh.
Colonel Zhang Shuili, a Chinese military
spokesman, said Wang got lost while looking for Tibetan herdsman’s yak.
“We hope that the Indian side will live
up to its promise to hand over the missing
Chinese soldier as soon as possible” to

“maintain peace and tranquillity” on the
border, he said in a statement.
An Indian government official said Tuesday that Wang “was well”, but his release
would come only “after completion of formalities”.
“No timeframe is fixed as of now,” he said,
on condition of anonymity. India and China
have poured tens of thousands of troops
into the region since the June battle despite
several rounds of talks.

News in brief
u LArmenia and
Azerbaijan said on
Tuesday their foreign
ministers would
meet U.S. Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo in Washington
on Friday in efforts to end the heaviest
fighting in Nagorno-Karabakh since the
1990s. The State Department did not
immediately comment. But the planned meetings suggest
that, just before the U.S. presidential election, Washington is
stepping up involvement in moves to calm a conflict that has
killed hundreds of people since Sept. 27.
u Pope Francis wore a mask for the first time at a public
function on Tuesday when he and other religious leaders
attended a prayer service for peace around the world. The pope
wore a white mask during the service at the Rome Basilica of Santa Maria in
Aracoeli. Previously
Pope
he wore masks only
wears mask for
in a car taking him to
first time at
his weekly audiences
public service
in the Vatican. He
had come under
some criticism, particularly on social media, for not wearing a mask at his general
audiences and sometimes coming in relatively close contact with visitors.

Washington
to host
talks on
NagornoKarabakh

US to breakup Google!
Reuters | Washington

T

he US Justice Department and
11 states filed
an antitrust
lawsuit against Alphabet Inc’s
Google yesterday for allegedly
breaking the law in using its
market power to fend off rivals.
Google did not immediately
respond to a request for comment.
Google, whose search engine is so ubiquitous that its
name has become a verb, had
revenue of $162 billion in 2019,
more than the nation of Hungary.
Coming just days before the
US presidential election, the
filing’s timing could be seen
as a political gesture since
it fulfills a promise made by
President Donald Trump to

his supporters
to hold certain
companies to
account for
allegedly stifling conservative voices.
Republican
Senator Josh Hawley, a vociferous Google critic, accused
the company of keeping power
through “illegal means” and
called the lawsuit “the most
important antitrust case in a
generation.”
The federal lawsuit marks
a rare moment of agreement
between the Trump administration and progressive Democrats. U.S. Senator Elizabeth
Warren tweeted on Sept. 10,
using the hash tag #BreakUpBigTech, that she wanted
“swift, aggressive action.”
The 11 states which joined
the lawsuit all have Republican
attorneys general.

Archaeologists unearth ‘huge number’ of Egyptian sarcophagi
CNN

A

rchaeologists in Egypt have
discovered another large
cache of unopened sarcophagi
in Saqqara, adding to the trove
of almost 60 coffins recently
recovered from the ancient necropolis.
Although full details are yet to
be announced, authorities said
in a statement that “a huge number” of wooden sarcophagi had
been unearthed. The country’s
Tourism and Antiquities Minister Khaled El-Enany said on
Instagram that the find amounted to “dozens” of coffins, adding
that they have been “sealed since
ancient times.”
The collection of sarcophagi,
stored in three newly discovered burial shafts, is believed Prime Minister Mostafa Madbouly
to date back more than 2,500 and Tourism and Antiquities Minister
years. Colored and gilded statues Khaled El-Enany
were also found in the tombs,
a government press release
said.
On Monday, El-Enany and
Egyptian Prime Minister Mostafa Madbouly visited the site
New burial wells
alongside secretary general of
with dozens of
the Supreme Council of Antiqcolored
coffins
uities, Mustafa Waziri. Photos
closed
more
than
released by the Ministry of Tour2000 years ago were
ism and Antiquities show the
discovered ....
trio being lowered into a shaft
before inspecting painted coffins
We will announce
and a variety of other objects.
details of the
Monday ’s announcement
discovery soon ...
marks the latest in a string of
KHALED EL-ENANY
discoveries at Saqqara, a ne-

2,500

The collection of
sarcophagi, stored in three
newly discovered burial
shafts, is believed to date
back more than 2,500
years.

cropolis about 20 miles south
of Cairo. The vast burial ground
once served the royal capital of
Memphis, and the site is also
home to Egypt’s oldest surviving
pyramid.
In September, archaeologists
at Saqqara discovered almost
30 closed coffins in one of three
burial shafts measuring 10 to 12

meters (33 to 39 feet) deep. At
a press conference earlier this
month, the ministry said the discovery brought the total number
found inside the tombs to 59.
Officials said they believe the
coffins contain senior statesmen
and priests from the 26th dynasty, which ruled Egypt from 664
B.C. to 525 B.C.

The ministry said that further details of this month’s discovery will be announced at a
press conference at the site in
“the next few weeks.” Its announcement also revealed that
Prime Minister Madbouly had
produced a video in which he
thanked the ministry and “expressed his great pride in the
unique Egyptian civilization.”

Although it is not yet confirmed what will happen to the
newly discovered sarcophagi,
some of those found earlier this
year are set to go on display at
the soon-to-open Grand Egyptian Museum in Giza. Upon its
opening, the 5.2-million-squarefoot structure will become the
world’s largest museum devoted
to a single civilization.
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TOWN CONSTRUCTION
 
 for the
COMPANY
W.L.L. has a vacancy
occupation
MASON ,
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qualified
  of
 
applicants
can contact 17404866 or
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SERVICES
W.L.L.
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vacancy for
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 applicants
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C
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  HELPER
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          qualified
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     or
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has a vacancy
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or SMSWLL@BATELCO.
COM.BH
applicants
can contact 33116604
          qualified
 

 AMIN

 or MAJEBASALEH2755@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED
HADICONST
      
  

& MAINTENANCE
has a vacancy for         
for Carpentery Co. W.L.L.
the
, suitably Arabesque
occupation
  of CLEANER
   

for
 
has
a vacancy
the occupation
of
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17244245
   CARPENTER
 , suitably qualified


applicants
or
UMHADI@GMAIL.
COM  
 
17701006

 
can
contact
or hr@actbh.com
     
ASP AUDITING - Bahraini Specialized      
GROUP
 Co.
  has
 
 forthe
 ALMOAYYED
   CONTRACTING
 
Partnership
a vacancy
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of










occupation of ACCOUNTANT , suitably
, suitably qualified applicants
applicants
 
 
  CLEANER


qualified
can contact
17345234
can
contact
or AMEER@
    

 17400407
 
or bahrain@aspauditing.com
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
              
SHUTDOWN
      MAINTENANCE
   GULF
  CITY
CLEANING
 W.L.L

has a
SERVICES
W.L.L.
has a
vacancy
 
  for vacancy
  for





  
the occupation of LABOURER
the
occupation
of
WELDER
,
suitably
   

suitably qualified applicants can 
contact
qualified applicants can contact 17742961 ,
or yousif@aanass.net
 
17725075








or SMSWLL@BATELCO.COM.BH
        
VACANCIES
    
AVAILABLE
    
   

 
SHUTDOWN
MAINTENANCE

     

     MAINTENANCE
   
SHUTDOWN
   



SERVICES
W.L.L. has
a vacancy
for the




occupation
of  DRIVER(FORKLIFT)
 qualified

, suitably
applicants can contact
17742961
or 
SMSWLL@BATELCO.
COM.BH 
 
  
         

SHUTDOWN
MAINTENANCE
  
SERVICES
W.L.L. has a vacancy for

the occupation of WORKER , suitably


qualified
applicants
can contact 17742961
     C
or
SMSWLL@BATELCO.
OM.BH

      

   MAINTENANCE
SHUTDOWN
SERVICES
W.L.L.
  
has
a vacancy
for
the

occupation
ofHEAVY
  VEHICLE
  DRIVER
 
, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17742961
COM.BH
orSMSWLL@BATELCO.
  
  Kadhem
  aldurazi
 
Sayed
& sons
B.S.c.

 
 of
close
has a vacancy
for
the occupation
  ,

 applicants
   
LABOURER
suitably
qualified



 
can
contact
17620672
or sayedshubbar@
  ¡  
skaldurazi.com


Sayed
Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. close

 
has
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of HEAVY



DRIVER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
 

 
can contact 17620672 or sayedshubbar@
      
skaldurazi.com

       

 Kadhem
   


Sayed
aldurazi
& sons
B.S.c.
 has

 of
close
a vacancy for
the 
occupation

LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants
can
contact
17620672
or sayedshubbar@
 
skaldurazi.com
         
    

Sayed
Kadhem 
aldurazi
& sons B.S.c.
 
 
close
has a vacancy for the occupation of HEAVY
  
 
  applicants
 
DRIVER
, suitably
qualified
 ¢ or
  
can
contact
17620672
sayedshubbar@
  
skaldurazi.com


      

  
ABDULQADER
  
MOHAMED
RASHED
ALROWAIEI
/ (
AWAD ALKHAIR
  
   1  /
10787
) has
a vacancy
for the occupation
of

 
SEAMAN
, suitably qualified applicants can
  £
contact
17536655

or ROWAIE2@GMAIL.
 COM
 

       
ABDALI
ABDALI ( DANAT
 JAAFAR
  ALI

  
ALKHNAIZA
) has
a vacancy
for
 / 6206



the
occupation of WORKER , suitably

qualified
applicants
can contact 33638912 or
 ¤
¢ 

FATOOM_929@HOTMAIL.COM

    ¢ 
OLT
Company
  Investment
 International

(B.S.
C) (C) hasa vacancy
occupation

   for
 the

 
of
FINANCIAL
ANALYST 
, suitably
 

qualified
applicants
can contact
17134064 or

 ¤
¢ 

 

PROTEIN
BANKCO. W.L.L
has a vacancy

  
  
 
for
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
 

qualified
applicants
can contact35119404
 
    
or
shahiduddin.66786@gmail.com
 



 

 

Decco
Furniture Factory
S.p.c Owned by
 
 
Hussain
Bader
A.Karim
Ahm has
vacancy
 
 

  a
  
for
the occupation
of DRIVER, suitably

 

qualified
applicants
can contact 
37722209


or ADMIN@BEDMALL.NET
         

 
 
   
SPAN
Blacksmith
and Fabrication





Workshop has a vacancy for the occupation
  
 
of 
ALUMINIUM
TECHNICIAN
(GENERAL)
applicants
  , suitably
   qualified
 
 
can
contact 39326606
SPAN. 

   or
 
GHAWI@OLTINVESTMENT.COM
COM
       ALM2025@GMAIL.
  
 

 has
 a
    
Relax
For Events Management SPC
ALSAYED TRADING &
for

  ABDULAZIZ
vacancy
the occupation
of SALESMAN

W.L.L.
has
 
a vacancy
can
 
, 
suitably qualified applicants
contact CONTRACTING








  
for the occupation of DRIVER(HEAVY
33977736
or qaiser.nadeem786@gmail.com
 

  
   TRUCK)
, 
suitably qualified
 
 

          applicants
can contact
33344033
or
FIVE
STAR

  AIR
  CONDITIONING
   AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.
   
C
OM
WORKSHOP has a vacancy for the
      

     

   

occupation
WORKER ,
suitably qualified     
 of 
ALSAYED TRADING &
applicants can contact 33904999 or ABDULAZIZ

CONTRACTING
W.L.L. has a vacancy











NOMANGHORI.NG.NG@GMAIL.COM
 
  
the
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
     for
qualified
applicants
can
contact
33344033




TRANS WAVES CO SPC OWNED BY        
 AHMED
 has

 for

       COM
IMRAN
a vacancy
the orAHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.
  
occupation
of MARKETING SPECIALIST
, 
suitably
qualified
contact
 
 applicants
     can


34232787
or IMRAANMALIK@HOTMAIL.
 
  
CO.
UK         


   

ABDULAZIZ
TRADING
&

ALSAYED
 

CONTRACTING
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for

the occupation of LABOURER , suitably
 

qualified
applicants
can 
contact 33344033
     or
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.
         
668
has a vacancy for the occupation of  COM
 cafe


WAITER , suitably qualified applicants can       
BAHRAIN PIPE LINE CONSTRUCTION







contact 39683100 or 668.BHR@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L.
has a vacancy for the
        COMPANY
 
occupation
of STEELCHIPPER
, suitably





 
RESOLTE TRADING has a vacancy for
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
  

the occupation
of SALESMAN
, suitably   
or 
BPLCC@BATELCO.
OM.BH
   C
qualified
can contact
33219792 or
 applicants

 
GHULAMAKBAR811@YAHOO.
C
OM
   RAMSIS
 
CO. W.L.L
 has
ENGINEERING
  a







 
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
HEAVY
  GULSHAN
UMMAT RASOOL     
  NISA
 
, suitably qualified applicants can
GULF
CITY CLEANING
W.L.L has
 
  
  a EST. has a vacancy for the occupation of DRIVER
     
  , suitably
 qualified
 

vacancy
the occupation
of LABOURER
 for


  WORKER
applicants
can contact 17830801 or HR@RAMSIS.COM.BH
  







,
suitably qualified
applicants can 
contact contact

33916107 or PARAGONCITY88@    
ENGINEERING
CO. 
W.L.L



    RAMSIS
17725075 or yousif@aanass.net
 
    
COM
  GMAIL.
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
  
¢ 
 

C 
MECHANICAL
HELPER
,
suitably
SECURI
CORE S.P.
OWNED BY ALHAYAT

¡




CO 
W.L.Lhas
  
 AL-FAWAZ
 has
    PROMOTIONS
qualified applicants can contact 17830801
RASHEED
a vacancy for
a 
vacancy
for
the
occupationof OFFICE
   or



HR@RAMSIS.
 
COM.BH
the occupation of SECURITY GUARD , ASSISTANT
, suitably
qualified
applicants
 

          
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact can
  

can 
34347700
or SHALUNOUFAL@
contact

 
  
 

PREMATOR
GULF
W.L.L has
a vacancy
17822228
or HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
  
       GMAIL.COM



for
the
occupation
of
SANDBLASTER
,




    WLL
 
Arab
Asian Contracting
has a 
vacancy          suitably
 

can contact
qualified
applicants







CONSTRICTION CO. W.L.L has a
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably SILLA
or NASCO@BATELCO.
COM.BH

  17673513
 

 
  
for the occupation of WORKER
qualified
applicants
can 
contact 17251444 vacancy











 
or
buahmed101@hotmail.com
         , suitably qualified applicants can contact PREMATOR GULF W.L.L has a vacancy







36655774
or
abuali792008@hotmail.com









 
for
the occupation
of SANDBLASTER
,

 


Arab
Asian
Contracting
WLL has


a vacancy
    suitably
qualified applicants can contact

Superb
Events
Management
S.P.
C
has
a
      17673513 or NASCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
for
the occupation 
of WORKER
, suitably

 

for the
occupation
of MANAGER
 
 
qualified applicants can contact 17251444 vacancy
         , suitably qualified applicants can contact     
or
buahmed101@hotmail.com
 Contractor
  Group

Co. S.P.C

       33260001
or DILAWAR26@GMAIL.COM Areena
 
  for  the

has
a
vacancy
occupation
of



   TECH
   

POWER
CONTRACTING




  
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants











Banafea Oud Factory W.L.L has a      
has a vacancy for the occupation of Omar
can contact 17245222 or ALANSARI@
  
    
MECHANICAL
FITTER , suitably vacancy for the occupation of MANAGER AREENAGROUP.
COM
qualified
 AFFAIRS)
  , suitably
 
    
qualified
applicants
can
39279042
 

 contact
 
  (FINANCIAL

  
applicants
can
contact
33440279
or
or
sio.ptc.bh@gmail.com
               HAJAR
AND TECHNICAL
 TRADING
 
 
BOFACTORY@GMAIL.
C
OM









Black
lion
auto
service
has
a
vacancy
for
    
SERVICES
W.L.L has a vacancy for the


     occupation of SUPERVISOR , suitably
the
occupation
of WORKER
 
 
 , suitably
Banafea 
Oud Factory
has a            
 
 W.L.L

qualified applicants can contact 17685318 Omar
applicants can contact 17551377
    
vacancy for the occupation of MANAGER qualified

      
or 
UMNAYEF7812@OUTLOOK.
COM
or
sales@hajartech.com
    , suitably
  




    (FACTORY)
qualified applicants

    or  

Station

 
contact 33440279
BOFACTORY@
Slider
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the can





 

COM
occupation of COOK(GENERAL) , suitably GMAIL.
      
qualified
  applicants
  can
contact
  17326603
  
S.P.C Owned
by hassan
 bridge
 global


or HR@MESKHOLDINGS.
     COM
  Solid
mohammad
 
 yousifhas
  a vacancy

   ahmed
USMAN
GHANI LAUNDRY
has a vacancy
the occupation of WORKER ,
suitably



 for
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably qualified
applicants can contact 66934119 or

     
qualified applicants can contact 35915159 YANBUGATE2014@GMAIL.COM
         
 
orUSMAN.5551@HOTMAIL.
COM 
Sharif
  Furniture
 
  W.L.L
 
   Ahmed
Factory
 





 
has
 has
GOLDEN
ERA SERVICES
a vacancy
a vacancy for the occupation 
of

 

 ¡
 , suitably CARPENTER(FURNITURE)
for
the occupation of WORKER
,  suitably
¡¡   
qualified
contact
38843999
applicants
 can


  qualified applicants can contact 17403403 or
or
GOLDENERA.S.BH@GMAIL.
C
OM
Shahzad@asfbahrain.com

          
   

 TOWN
 
   
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION

COMPANY
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
occupation
CARPENTER
 of 
  , suitably

      
star contracting has a vacancy for
qualified
applicants can contact 17404866 Falcon

 
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
orDOWNTOWN@BATELCO.
     COM.BH
     ¡  
qualified applicants can contact 66924198

   
COM
DOWN
TOWN  
CONSTRUCTION orSHAHIDRASOOL3682@GMAIL.
 
         
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the MARIAM
ABDULLA ABDULHASAN
has
  
   
   

occupation
of LABOURER
, suitably
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
 
 
 
qualified
applicants
cancontact
17404866 ,
suitably qualified applicants can contact
     
orDOWNTOWN@BATELCO.
COM.BH     
37788923
or MARIAM98090@GMAIL.COM 

 


      
 

DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION         
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the HUSSAIN JAWAD HASAN AHMED

 

KADHEM
ALHADI (140411) has a
vacancy
occupation
, suitably
 of STEEL
 CHIPPER
 
 for
occupation
 the

ofWORKER
  , suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17404866
          qualified applicants can contact 33806976
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
or SHERPAOAHMED1@GMAIL.COM

  
 
   SERVICES
 
ABN
ALGHONIM
SPC



  
CO. owned by OMAR NEGMELDIN
  

MOHAMED
has 
a vacancy
for the
 of 
 

occupation
WORKER , 
suitably
qualified



applicants can contact 36656516 or
      
NEGM73@HOTMAIL.
COM


for
of buildings

Al
hallaqgate
Construction
 
 
 a


company
bahraini
pa has
vacancy
for the
          
occupation
of WORKER , suitably qualified
 
applicants
can
17555536
or INFO@
  contact


ALHALLAQ.COM

 
   AL-HAJRI

NASSER
SAEED

CORPORATION
W.L.L has a vacancyfor


INSPECTOR
 
the
occupation
of QUALITY
applicants
 
,
suitably qualified
can contact
17312220
or AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
COM.BH

 
  



NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI


CORPORATION
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
for
 ¡   
the occupation of BANKING SECTOR
, 

 
TRAINEE
suitably  qualified
applicants
 contact
 
 or
AHCGLOBLE@
 
can
17312220
  C
BATELCO.
OM.BH 
      
¥
NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI

CORPORATION
a vacancy
   W.L.L
  has
for
the
occupation
of
STRUCTURAL
         
METAL
, suitably
  PREP.&ERECTOR
  

qualified
applicants
can
contact
17312220




or¤
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
COM.BH
 ¤ 
  


NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI



CORPORATION
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for

,
the
occupation of SAFETY OFFICER
¤ qualified
¤
can contact
suitably
applicants
17312220
or AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
  
       
COM.BH
   
     

       

Beautiful House Interior Decor
 a 
 
 of

has
vacancy
for 
theoccupation
     


RECEPTIONIST
, suitably
qualified
 can
 33186252


applicants
contact
or
FARFO7_92@YAHOO.
COM
     
     
AKT
Corp W.L.L has a vacancy for the
        
occupation
of SALES MANAGER , suitably
 
qualified
applicants can contact 77090201
 AH@AKTCORP.
 
or
COM
  



VALCOA
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy

 for
the
occupation
WORKER, suitably

of 

qualified
applicants can contact 17212216
 
or
KAMAL66@BATELCO.COM.BH
   

 
Treasure
Home Crafts
Co W.L.L




has a vacancy for the 
occupation of
   
  , suitably
MARKETING
SPECIALIST
qualified
applicants
contact 33242525
 
  can

  
or
DREAMHOMEBAHRAIN@GMAIL.
  COM
 



NASSER
AL-HAJRI
SAEED
CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy for

ofFOREMAN


the
occupation
, suitably
  
  17312220

qualified
applicantscan 
contact

or
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.COM.BH

Pyro
consultant services S.P.C Owned
£
by shaista anwar has a vacancy for the
  
occupation
of RECEPTIONIST , suitably

 contact

qualified
applicants can
36044789



 COM
or HOTSPOT_GROUP@HOTMAIL.

NASSER
AL-HAJRI
   SAEED
   
 
CORPORATION
a vacancy
for
    W.L.L
  has


the
occupation
PIPE-FITTER
, suitably

of 
 
 
qualified
applicants can
contact 17312220
 
or AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.COM.BH

ABU
HAMZA

CAFETERIA
   Bahraini

partnership
companyhas
a vacancy
for the
  
 
   
occupation
of COOK(GENERAL) , suitably


qualified
applicants
can contact 33469271

 
or
ABUHAMZACAFETERIABH@
      
GMAIL.
COM

       

    

         

   SAEED
  

NASSER
AL-HAJRI
  
 
 
CORPORATION
W.L.L has
a vacancy

for
the
occupation of 
RIGGER , suitably
qualified
applicants
17312220
 
 can
 contact

or
COM.BH
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
     
  
    

NASSER
SAEED 
AL-HAJRI


CORPORATION
W.L.L
has
a vacancy

   
for the occupation of TECHNICIAN
   
  
(INSTRUMENT)
, suitably qualified
  
    or
applicants
can 
contact 17312220
 
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
COM.BH
  

Danway
Electrical
& Mechanical
  

  
Engineering
L.L.C has a vacancy
for the

occupation
of FITTER , suitably qualified
  
applicants
can 
contact 17297600 or
 
danbahrain@danwayeme.com
    
   
Danway
Electrical & Mechanical
 
 for

Engineering
L.L.C 
has a vacancy
the



occupation of ELECTRICIAN , suitably

qualified
17297600
  applicants
 can
contact
 
 
or
danbahrain@danwayeme.com

       

     

ABBAS
ALI SALMAN
 AHMED
 
 / SEFSTAY
- 5188 has a vacancy for the occupation of
      
SEAMAN , suitably qualified applicants can
    
contact 39955895 or jaradahfishingnet@
       
gmail.com
     

    METAL

  COMPANY
CRYSTAL
COATING

 for the occupation
 
W.L.L
has a vacancy
of
 
 qualified
 applicants
 
WORKER
, suitably

    or

can
contact17784818
TRADING@
  
CRYSTALBAHRAIN.
COM   

           
  
 

MARKETS
FUL
FLOWERS
S.P.
C. has
a vacancy for TAMIMI
  
   BAHRAIN
 
COMPANY
S.P.
C
Owned by
HISHAM
the
occupation
of
FLORIST/FLOWER
                
 
has a vacancy for the
SETTER
qualified
applicants
, suitably
  
 
 ALI ABDULLA
 
of VEGETABLE SALESMAN
can
contact 
17300212
or ABBAS86Z86@


    occupation
 ¤
,
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
HOTMAIL.
  COM
   
 
 
 
35127876
or

           
Secure
Me 
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the

  
 
  
 for
 the

Shawarma
Narhas 
a vacancy
 
 
occupation
of 
SECURITY
GUARD 
, occupation
 of
 COOK(GENERAL)
    , suitably








suitably qualified applicants can contact qualified


applicants can contact 
39105050
    
       or
 
    
17749697
or secure.me@live.com
ALI.ALKHALIFA@ME.
COM
                
 ERA
SERVICES
 has
  Seven
GOLDEN
a vacancy
Energy
W.L.L has avacancy
for 
the
 

 
 the
 of
 , suitably occupation
 

of CARPENTER
, suitably
for
occupation
WORKER
applicants
 

 
can contact
17500791
qualified
applicants
38843999
    
 can
 contact
 
  qualified

or
hr@seven-energy.com
or
GOLDENERA.S.BH@GMAIL.
C
OM
       
          
NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI Pride


Sports Academy.Bahraini
      
 Company
 
for the

CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy Partnership
has avacancy
¢
  of
   occupation
of OFFICE HELPER , suitably
for
the occupation
WELDER , suitably
 
 
  
   qualified
applicants can
38894820
qualified
applicants
can contact
17312220
 
 contact






or
BNGEJANG@GMAIL.
COM

 
or AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.COM.BH
       
      
Toson
Commercial Brokerage - Bahraini
NASSER
SAEED 
AL-HAJRI ¢
 

  co.
 has 
for
 the

Partnership
a vacancy
CORPORATION
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
         








occupation
of
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
for
the occupation of ELECTRICIAN
,

  
 
 
 
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
suitably
can contact ,
   qualified
 applicants








17555512
or
NAPOLIBEAUTYSALON@
17312220 or AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.

COM.BH

 
  has

 
Healthy
aim  restaurant
a vacancy

  of

for
the occupation
CHEF , suitably

qualified
applicants can contact 
38886808
     
orABDULLA_SULIBEEKH@LIVE.
COM

GMAIL.COM

  

     

ELLIE
CO. W.L.L has a
 BROKERAGE
  
vacancy for the occupation of OFFICE
  ,
ASSISTANT
suitably qualified
 
   

applicants
can contact
35330383
or
   
ELLIEBSERVICES@GMAIL.
COM  
££

ZAKAREYA
HUSAIN
ALIMATROOK
 

  
(
JAWAHATMATROOK
) hasa
  /6615
  
vacancy
the occupation
 for

ofSEAMAN

,
suitably qualified applicants
can contact
 
39669091 or WESALMATROOK39@
 
GMAIL.
COM      

         

 TOWN
 CONSTRUCTION
  
DOWN
 
 
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a vacancy for the
occupation
, suitably
 ofLABOURER
  
 
qualified
applicants
can
contact
       17404866

or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
 
      

DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION
   W.L.L.

  
COMPANY
hasa vacancy
for 
the
of
occupation
WORK SUPERVISOR ,
  
  can  contact
  
suitably
qualified 
applicants
 
  
17404866
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.
 
COM.BH

    
  TOWN
 
 ¢ 
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
hasa 
vacancy
for the
  W.L.L.



occupation
STEEL
CHIPPER
, suitably
    of
 
  
qualified
applicants
can contact17404866
 

or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.
COM.BH

   

       
INTERNATIONAL
    MARKETING
     
COMPANY W.L.L CLEANTEC has a
    
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER

  
,
suitably
qualifiedapplicants
can contact
 or HANANKHALAF84@
    
36636640
C
GMAIL.
OM       
    
  MARKETING
 
INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY
W.L.L
CLEANTEC
 

has
 a
vacancy
of  WORKER
 for
 the
 occupation
 
   
,
suitably 
qualified 
applicants 
can contact

36636640
 or HANANKHALAF84@
  
GMAIL.
COM
 

  
POWER TECH CONTRACTING

 for

  of

has
a vacancy
the occupation




MECHANICAL FITTER , suitably

qualified
applicants
39279042
  
 can
contact
 
 
or
sio.ptc.bh@gmail.com

       

 



AMAZING
TOWER  CONSTRUCTION
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation of
    
WORKER
qualifiedapplicants
 , suitably
 
  can 
contact
33000206
or
ATCBAHRAIN830@
    
GMAIL.COM
 


 
Al
Rayah
For
Safety  Items
WLL
has a
 

 of

vacancy
forthe
occupation
SECURITY
   , 


GUARD
suitably
qualified
applicants

can
contact 17712700
or RASHEED@
SECURICORE.BH

09
06

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
2020
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
11,21,
2020

Classifieds

VACANCIES

  AVAILABLE
    
CONTINUED   

 


Sheeshal
Gate Restaurant
has
a vacancy
 
  of WORKER
  , 
for
the occupation
suitably



WAHEED
CONTARACTING
 
 for the
ESTABLISHMENT
has a vacancy
occupation
MASON ,
suitably
qualified
  of
 
applicants
can contact 77002810 or
   
qualified
can contact
33777315
or waheedaliyousuf@yahoo.com
        
 applicants
 

 
MR_ALI_ALNAJJAR@HOTMAIL.
C
OM
            
has a vacancy
  GARAGE
 
 for
     
 
 BUSABER
NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI
the
occupation
of
WORKER
, suitably



CORPORATION
W.L.Lhas a vacancy
for qualified
applicants
 can


 
contact
39606089




the occupation of SCAFFOLDER , suitably or
  COM
MAHDIVIKIAYOUSIF@GMAIL.
qualified
can contact 17312220
      
   applicants

or AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
OM.BH   NASS


    C
CONTRACTING COMPANY
  ¡has

     (W.L.L)
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI
 
MANAGER (COMMERCIAL)
, suitably
 
CORPORATION W.L.L has a vacancy for of
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17725522










occupation
 


the
of SCAFFOLDER
, suitably
yousif@aanass.net
      
  
17312220
   or
qualified
applicants 
can 
contact
  C
 £
or
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
OM.BH
SEA SCENE INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

 

WLL
has  a vacancy
for the





PAKARAB CONTRACTING CO W.L.L has GROUP
  
   , 
 
occupation
of
SECRETARY
suitably
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
   
 qualified
 

39846887

applicants
can
contact
, 
suitably
qualified applicants
contact
 
   can
 
  or 
INFO@SEASCENEINDUSTRIAL.COM
17000786
or RAYRAMZAN@GMAIL.
OM

   
 
  C

PAKARAB
CONTRACTING
CO W.L.L has

 
 

APACHI
has a vacancy
   RESTAURANT
 
the
occupation
of WORKER
    , suitably

a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER for
qualified
applicants
can
contact
36604099




, suitably qualified applicants can contact
AISMAILTOP10@GMAIL.
orRAYRAMZAN@GMAIL.
     COM  or 
  COM
17000786
    

 
ALTASAHUL
JEWELLERY WORKSHOP
W.L.L
has a vacancy
the occupation
of
 
  for
 
 
JEWELRY
GOLDSMITH (GENERAL)

 ,
suitably
applicants
can contact
qualified


17262610

or
YOUSIF_TAHOO@YAHOO.
  COM
 

   
 has
  a vacancy
  
HADEEL
SANDWITCH







 
for the occupation of WORKER(SALES)

,
suitably 
qualified 
applicants 
can contact
 or MOH_GOLOM@YAHOO.

39624430
COM


   

SAMEEH
PASTRIES
has
avacancy
for
WORKER(GRILLING)
UNION
PLASTICS
vacancyfor
 
   has
 a
 the
 occupation
  of

suitably qualified applicants
can contact
the
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably

  
  
 ,

or KHALIFA680@HOTMAIL.
COM
qualified
can contact
17602184
applicants
 
 
  36357574


or MD@UNIONGROUP.
     CC
   
NEW SARDAR AUTO SERVICES
         has

  of
a vacancy
for theoccupation
RAFFA
CONSTRUCTION
& 
         ELECTRICIAN




, suitably
qualified
MAINTENANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy

 
   
  
  39458379
   
can contact
or
for
the occupation
of MECHANIC
, applicants
 
  can contact SARABJITKAURKAINTH@YAHOO.
 
COM
suitably
qualified applicants
17731475
 or Nasreen@rafco.co
          
RUBBER CO. W.L.L. has a
      BAHRAIN
 
Delmon
Mixed Concrete
for the occupation
of MACHINE
   Ready
 
  & vacancy
 
  
   
Products
Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
, suitably
qualified
applicants
       OPERATOR
 


occupation
of CLERK
, suitably qualified can contact 17830188 or AHMED.

  
   
applicants can contact 17725075 or ABDULAMEER@HAJIHASSAN.COM
  
 
yousif@aanass.net
     
 BAHRAIN

RUBBERCO.
W.L.L. has a
ALHASSANAIN
C
CLOSED
     B.S.

    vacancy
for


 
the
occupation
of SALES
has a vacancy
for the occupation of
 

 
EXECUTIVE
REPRESENTATIVE
,
MANAGER
, suitably qualified applicants

suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact






can contact 17559999 or JAAFAR@
17830188
 
   or
AHMED.ABDULAMEER@
     
ALHASSANAINCO.
COM
OM    
         HAJIHASSAN.
  C
  
         
ALHASSANAIN
B.S.C 
CLOSED
MAINTENCE
 for
 
 INDUSTRIAL
  
has
a vacancy
the occupation of SOHAR
EST has a vacancy for the occupation of
ELECTRICIAN
,
suitably
qualified
         ELECTRICAL
   SUPERVISOR
    
 
, suitably
applicants
contact
17559999
or 
 can
  
  

qualified applicants can contact 36612922
JAAFAR@ALHASSANAINCO.
COM

  

or
SAYED.ABDULLA@YAHOO.
COM
    
    
RAOUF MECHANICAL SERVICES
CONSTRUCTION
 
 

   
     &
EST
has
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of TIHAMA
MAINTENANCE
EST.
has
a vacancy for














WELDER(GAS & ELECTRIC).GENERAL
of WORKER
, suitably
 
  the
 occupation
   
 
, 
suitably 
qualified
applicantscan contact
applicants can
contact 39002777
 
   qualified


 


36487999
or raoufws@gmail.com
or TIHAMA@BATELCO.
  ¡  
   COM.BH

GHANI
COMPUTER
REPAIR    

     
CONSTRUCTION
&
has
a vacancy for the occupationof TIHAMA






 for
MAINTENANCE
EST.
has
a
vacancy
TECHNICIAN
suitably qualified
  , 
 the

of 

occupation
WORKER, suitably
applicants
can contact
or  
 
36608663
 
 can contact
 39002777
qualified
applicants
ghaniswar@gmail.com
TIHAMA@BATELCO.
       or
 
   COM.BH

  
  
ABNA ZUHAIR
TRANSPORT
CO. W.L.L    
-Mahd
Security 
S.P.C has a 
vacancy
for

 for
 
of

has
a vacancy
the occupation
HEAVY Al
occupation of SECURITY GUARD ,


 applicants

 the

DRIVER
, suitably 
qualified
qualified applicants can contact

can
contact 17591881 or AMZUHAIR@ suitably
  or
     
36686683
mohd@al-mahd.com
HOTMAIL.
C
OM
 
       
         

ALADLIYA
CONTRACTING
  
 
ESTABLISHMENT
a vacancy
for the
    has

 
occupation of MASON ASST , suitably
  
 can
contact
  39602882
 
qualified
applicants
  ¢    
or
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.
COM

  
      INFORMATION
 
INTELLEX
  WLL

  for
TECHNOLOGY
has 
a vacancy

the occupation of SALES SUPERVISOR

(RETAIL
TRADE)
suitably
 
 , 
 qualified
 
applicants
can contact 17896666 or ALI@

INTELLEX-IT.
COM      
  



Alentiaash
Supermarket
 
 has a vacancy for
the occupation of SALESMAN , suitably
  applicants
  can 
  
qualified
contact39649119
     
or
AZIZALHASAN46@GMAIL.
COM 
       


 CONTARACTING


WAHEED



ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the
occupation
of MASON , suitably
qualified

 
applicants
contact
77002810
or
 can 
 
waheedaliyousuf@yahoo.com
         

 
 
AL
MEABAD WOODEN
WORK




 
 
has a vacancy for the
occupation
 

of
CARPENTER
, suitablyqualified
  
 
or
applicants
cancontact
39656080
       Malmabad@gmail.com
      
   ALSAYED
 
ABDULAZIZ
TRADING &    
  W.L.L.

  for REMAL
CONTRACTING
has a 
vacancy
CONTRACTS
 AL-KHALEEJ
  
   has 
 of
 
the
occupation
LABOURER
, suitably a
of

vacancy
for the occupation
WORKER
qualified
applicants can contact 33344033 ,




suitably qualified applicants can contact
¤ ¢ 
or 
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.
COM
    
   
37724544
or 
RAMLA.ABDULLA7@
    ¢  GMAIL.
C
OM       
ABDULAZIZ
ALSAYED
TRADING
&
          
CONTRACTING
for the
   W.L.L.
 has
 a vacancy
 
 
 
 
MAGIC
SHINE
CLEANING
CO. SPC
has
occupation
of
DRIVER(HEAVY
TRUCK)
     a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER
, 
suitably qualified
applicants can contact           
 ¤ ¢ 
suitably qualified
applicants
can 
contact 
33344033 or AHMEDALSAYED88@ ,
  
  
MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.
COM
 
HOTMAIL.
COM      17345051
 or
  
HILTON
 
has
 
R.B.
LIMITED
a vacancy
  
  
  
for
the occupation
of MASON
, suitably
 applicants
 can


qualified
contact 
17731881
or
 
£
PAUL.
COCKERILL@CAPEPLC.
COM

   
    
FOR PRODUCTION OF
 General
 Services
has
 MARIA
Alomran
a vacancy



 
ALUMINIUM
DISHES
has a
vacancy
for
for
the occupation of 
WORKER ,
suitably    

 , suitably
  
the
occupation
of
WORKER
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17792777
or
 applicants
 

      qualified
can contact77606077
ALOMRAN99@GMAIL.
   

     COM
   or MARIAPAK@BATELCO.
COM.BH
            
ARCAL
W.L.L
a vacancy
for  the

 has

 
 GOLD
JEWELLERY
ZONE
 
 has
 a vacancy
   
occupation
of
ALUMINIUM
TECHNICIAN
    
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER



, suitably

(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants
applicants can contact 17212914


 
 or hrd@arcal.biz
     qualified
can
contact
17701900
BR.HN@HOTMAIL.
COM  
   
     or 

          
CIRCLE
INTEGRATED SERVICES
AMIN INTERIORS has a vacancy

 
W.L.L
has 
a vacancy
for the occupation
of SALWA
         
for
the
occupation
of PAINTER , suitably
  
CLEANER
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified    
qualified applicants can contact 17717229
applicants
can
contact
17822218
or
INFO@


 
           or INFO@SALWAAMIN.
COM  
CIRCLE.BH

    
          MECHANICAL
  

CONTRACTING
&
Professional
touch
for services
has a
 
 
  
 W.L.L
  

SERVICES
COMPANY
hasavacancy
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
  
the occupation of TECHNICIAN
,


, suitably qualified applicants can contact for
   qualified
 applicants
  can contact
 or

     suitably
17720009
INFOO@pro-touch-s.com
or mcsc@mcscwll.com
        17623723
  

  /    
FADHEL
EBRAHIM EDHRABOOH
INDUSTRIAL SERVICES &
 ALSAFON
 
 has a vacancy SIYANA
SAQER
- 8146
  
SIAM
SCAFFOLDS
has a vacancy for the
for
the occupation
of SEAMAN
, suitably
     

 
occupation of SCAFFOLDER , suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
33849736
or
   qualified
  
applicants 
can contact 17552722
ALJAZEERICD@GMAIL.
COM   


  C
    
or
SIAM7373@BATELCO.
OM.BH
   
HUSAIN ABDULLA ALI ZAYED (GAYB     
  
 LINE


PIPE
CONSTRUCTION
a 
AL 
KIR 1 / 
10874) has
vacancy
for the BAHRAIN
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for the
  
  
      
occupation
of SEAMAN
, suitablyqualified
of LABOURER , suitably
    
39877836
 
applicants
can contact
or occupation
        
qualified
applicants can contact 17404866
   COM
¢ 
ESSAM-73@HOTMAIL.
 
or
BPLCC@BATELCO.COM.BH
           ¡    
Look
gents
has a vacancy

 salon
 
  forthe
  BAHRAIN
 

PIPE
LINE CONSTRUCTION
occupation
of
BARBER-HAIRDRESSER
     COMPANY
W.L.L.
has 
a vacancyforthe 




, 
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
     
occupation
of
CARPENTER
, suitably





33637766 or mohd.alSENDALA@gmail.com
17404866
applicants can contact

 
 qualified
COM.BH
 BPLCC@BATELCO.
  

  CREEM
 has a vacancy
 or
SPONGE
BOBICE
for
the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably     
PIPE LINE CONSTRUCTION
 applicants
 

qualified
can contact
17737583 or BAHRAIN
       
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
Hanano.herz71@Gmail.com
      
         occupation
of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably

 
   qualified
applicants
can contact 17404866
HESTON
INTERNATIONAL
COMPNAY

      or
BPLCC@BATELCO.COM.BH
W.L.L
has a 
vacancy for
the occupation
 
 
of MANAGER (OFFSHORE BRANCHES     
 PIPE
 LINE
 CONSTRUCTION
 

UNIT)
, suitably qualified applicants can BAHRAIN
   W.L.L.
 has
 a

COMPANY
vacancy
for the



contact 17537743 or Recruitment.bh@




  
occupation
of
MASON
,
suitably
qualified

 


heston.net
   can

 
applicants
contact
17404866 or
  
BPLCC@BATELCO.
C
OM.BH



TEXTAR
AUTO
SERVICES
has
a
vacancy
      
   
for
the occupation
WORKER
, suitably
 of 
 
  BAHRAIN
PIPE LINE
CONSTRUCTION
 

 
qualified
applicants
can contact

  
 39643426
   COMPANY
W.L.L.
has
a vacancy for the


or
M_DARWESHAUTO@HOTMAIL.
C
OM
   
    



METRO SHOES has a vacancy for the
    
  , suitably
 
 
occupation
of WORKER
qualified
 can
  
   
applicants
contact
39898185
or
      
emadali6366@gmail.com
      

UM
has a vacancy
 RANIA
  COLDSTORE


forthe
occupationof WORKER
   , suitably

qualified
applicants can contact 33546738
or

 
UMALI6030@GMAIL.
 COM

Corners
 
Two
Cleaning Co. S.P.C. Owned

 
by YASER ABDULMAJEED
ALI M has
a
  
 occupation
  of CLEANER
vacancy
for the
     FOR
 ALUMINIUM
 has
 a
,
suitably
qualified applicants
can contact


 ALKUWAITI
for
 the
 
 
33939913
or ATTOOLY@HOTMAIL.COM vacancy
occupationof 
WORKER

  qualified
 

suitably
applicants
can contact
     , 
 or alkuwaiti74@gmail.com
 


RIVIERA
JEWELLERY  WORKSHOP
17672254
 ¡

¡¡   
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
 

 
of
ADMINISTRATIVE
CLERK
, suitably
Areena Contractor Group Co. S.P.C has a
 applicants
 

            
qualified
can contact
17228700
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER
        
or Santinath33337097@gmail.com
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
        
17245222
or ALANSARI@AREENAGROUP.

    COM
 
 
¡ 
EST has a vacancy
AL
WAFAR
TRADING
     
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
,
suitably
     ZORYA UPHOLSTERY has a vacancy
 
   ,
qualified
applicants 
can 
contact
  
  34593306
  for 
the occupation
of UPHOLSTERER

 
or
WEABSHER4YOU@GMAIL.C
OM
suitably
qualified applicants
can contact
or 
    
39644581
ajohn1974@gmail.com

AMAZING TOWER CONSTRUCTION 

 for
 of
has
a vacancy
the occupation
MINDS UNITED NETWORK has a






      
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants
vacancy 
for the
occupation
of COMPUTER
 
 
 
contact
 33000206
  or 
   NETWORK
can
ATCBAHRAIN830@
ADMINISTRATOR








 , suitably



GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 
77008809

       
or
jsjm111@hotmail.com
   

 sparkle


Mr.
cleaning
has a vacancy
for

 
the
occupation of WORKER , suitably
 
33331155

qualified
applicants
can contact

 
or
JSHAIBANI@GMAIL.
COM

Water
Color Interiors
(Middle East)
 
   

W.L.L. has avacancy
the occupation
of

 for

  
PLUMBER , suitably qualified 
applicants

can
  contact
   13699000
  or INFO@

GOLDEN
GROUP 
CONTRACTORS
has

 
a
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER

,suitably
qualified applicants
¡ 
  can contact
17533125 or GOLDENGROUPBAHRAIN@

GMAIL.
COM    

  

       

 Laundry
 has
a


Columbia
vacancy
for the
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified

   



applicants can contact
33608787  or UMM
 

HATIM@OUTLOOK.
COM
     

  
NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI
  

CORPORATION
W.L.L has a
vacancy for
¥
the
occupation of FOREMAN , suitably
qualified
applicantscan
17312220
  
 contact

or
AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
C
OM.BH
         


formarketing
  
Impression
& General Trade

  forthe occupation
 
W.L.L
has a vacancy


of MARKETING SPECIALIST , suitably



qualified
applicants
can contact 66664485

      

      

NASSER
SAEED
AL-HAJRI




CORPORATION
W.L.L
has a vacancy for
¤  ¤
the occupation of STEEL FABRICATOR
 


,suitably
qualified applicants
can contact

 C
17312220
or AHCGLOBLE@BATELCO.
OM.BH
 

¤  ¤
USMANS
VILLAGE
RESTAURANT
has
vacancy
occupation
a  
  for
 the
 
 
of
SUPERVISOR
suitably qualified

 , 
applicants
 can
 contact
 33704554
  or

USMAN_DC@YAHOO.
COM


man

  has
Pretty
gentssaloon
a vacancy
 the
 occupation
 of
 BARBER
   , suitably

for

qualified
applicants can contact 37732772
 
  
or
KHALIFA_ZAMAN@HOTMAIL.
COM
         

MOHAMED
ALGHANEMI
 ALI
  IDREES
   

has
a vacancy
for the occupation

 
  of

HEAVY
VEHICLE DRIVER
 
 , suitably
qualified applicants can contact 33374488
M-ALGANEIMI@HOTMAIL.
      COM
 
or
       

 
has a

ALYAQOOT
ABAYAT
vacancy for
occupation

  , suitably
the
of SALESMAN
qualified
applicants
33474828
 
 can
 contact

or
MEMEE.28@HOTMAIL.
C
OM
         
    

SKY
AND
LINE MECANCAL


ELECTRCAL
EQUIPMENTS

   
MAINTENENCE has a vacancy for the
  

  
occupation
of TECHNICIAN
, suitably
 
 
   39674559
  
qualified
applicants
can contact


or
isa@bahraintsc.com
  
  
 SERVICES
  
GLINKS
INTERNATIONAL


has
a vacancy for the occupation
of
  
WORKER
, suitably qualified applicants
can
contact
or ZHFN90@

17242566


GMAIL.
  COM
 

   

Al
Manazel Al Asrya Real Estate Co.W.L.L.
    
has a vacancy for the occupation of
  
MANAGER , suitably qualified applicants
contact
 33338264
 
  
can
or GM.ASFOOD@

       
GMAIL.
COM

     

   laundry
 has
 a vacancy for
Friends
the
occupation
of
LAUNDERER/
   
  
PRESSER(GENERAL)
qualified
   , suitably


applicants
can
contact
37777604
or
       
JAFCHENNAI@YAHOO.
CO.IN
     
      

DHAMAN MEDICAL DISINFECTANT

 a vacancy
   for the

CO.
W.L.L has
occupation

OF
   
occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably of
DIRECTOR
ADMINISTRATION
&
    
 can
 contact
 
  FINANCIAL
 AFFAIRS
   , suitably
qualified

qualified
applicants
17404866

   COM.BH
  applicants
 

or
BPLCC@BATELCO.
can 
contact 
77110707  or
       mahmoud.aamer@dhamanmedical.com
    
  PIPE
 
CONSTRUCTION

BAHRAIN
LINE
       
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has
a
restaurant
        vacancy
for
the
 Mado
Cafe
  and

 Co SPC

occupation
suitably has a
vacancy
for the occupation of
 of   LABOURER
  , 

qualified
can contact
17404866
, suitably qualified
applicants
 
 
  TECHNICIAN
 ¤
or
applicants
can
contact
 BPLCC@BATELCO.
   COM.BH

   17700211
  or

AHMED@DREAMGROUP.BH

           
BAHRAIN
PIPE
  LINE
CONSTRUCTION
   Sea

 has
 a vacancy
for
 the

cat 
cafeteria
 
 for  the
 
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a vacancy
 WAITER
 
 qualified

occupation
of
,
suitably
   of 
  , suitably
occupation
CARPENTER

 
applicants
can contact 33499120
or






 contact
 
  KAMANIAYOMA@GMAIL.
      
COM
qualified applicants can
17404866
                
or
BPLCC@BATELCO.COM.BH
       Fiori
 

  
Restaurant
has a vacancy
for 
the
      
 

occupation
of
CHEF
,
suitably
qualified
AHMED CO ENTERPRICESES FOR      
can contact 38441133 or
      & MAINTENANCE
    applicants

CONSTRUCTION
        YJASSIM@HOTMAIL.CO.UK
has
a vacancy
the occupation

 for

  of
    

 
AL
ALAYAN COLD STORE
has a vacancy
INSULATOR
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
      

 
 
 
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
can contact 77444454 or a.a.qarata.bh@ for
¢
   
   qualified
applicants
can
contact
36988922
gmail.com
          or
ASIAALA7ZAN@GMAIL.
COM

  
       
AHMED
CO 
ENTERPRICESES
 
    FOR 
Interiors
 (Middle
  East)
 
Color
CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE Water
¢
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation



has
a vacancy
for the occupation
of
  
     
  INSTALLER
    , suitably
 of ELECTRICAL SUPERVISOR , suitably
SHEETMETAL
applicants
  can
  13699000

qualified
qualified
applicants can contact 77444454

     contact


or INFO@WATERCOLORME.COM  
or
 a.a.qarata.bh@gmail.com
   
      

WATERCOLORME.COM

or becloser16@yahoo.com

 

   
Boutique
Flower and
Moon has


a vacancy

for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
  , suitably
qualified applicants can contact 32141119 or


  
RABAB9898@GMAIL.
COM
  
Bright Way
Cosmetics
a vacancy for

has

the occupation
of WORKER

  
  , suitably

qualified applicants can contact 33325027


   
  
or PDC434@GMAIL.
COM
    


Bright
Way Cosmetics
has a vacancy for
£
the occupation of SALESMAN , suitably

 
qualified
applicants can contact 33325027


or PDC434@GMAIL.
COM
     

  Sanitary Ware has
New Moon
Installation

a vacancy for
the occupation
of WORKER

  
 
,suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
     can
  
39454342 or SHAKEEL8607@YAHOO.
COM

  
SHINING STAR CONTRACTING

 for
the
 
 
S.P.C has a
vacancy
occupation
of









WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can

or
 C OM

contact 17785394
OK.ALDOY@GMAIL.
   
CITYLINK
Trading
Services W.L.L has



a vacancy for
of 
HEAVY

  the
 occupation
   
DRIVER , 
suitably
qualified
applicants



 
can contact 17484006 or AJASALEH@
££
YAHOO.COM

      

  
   Co.
 
First Choice
Cleaning Services





W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation


of
CLEANER 
, suitably
qualified

applicants
can 
contact
36491411 
or

 
  
MURTAZAWALI100@GMAIL.
COM

       

     
TRANSWORLD
CONSTRUCTION has

  
a vacancy for the occupation of DRIVER



 
 

, suitably
qualified
applicants
can 
contact

    
36361331 or  ALOMARGAHANIM@


YAHOO.COM
      

OLT Investment International Company

          
(B.S.C) (C) has a vacancy for the occupation
 
of  
COMPLIANCE

  AND
 MONEY
  
LAUNDERING
, suitably

 OFFICER
 

qualified
applicants can contact 17134064


or GHAWI@OLTINVESTMENT.

    COM
  gate
 
and
 ¢services

Megatek
for Trading

 
 
has
a 
vacancy
for 
theoccupation
of

        , 
TECHNICIAN(COMPUTER)
suitably

37373766

qualified 
applicants
can contact

    
or AHMED@MEGATEKBH.NET
       
RAMSISENGINEERING
W.L.L

   CO.
  
 
has a vacancy
the occupation
of

 for

 
MECHANICAL
, suitably

 HELPER
  
qualified applicants can contact 17830801
      
or
HR@RAMSIS.
COM.BH
         


 
AHMED
MANSOOR
ALAALI
has a

 of
vacancy for the occupation
WELDER
, suitably 
qualified 
applicants

  can contact
 
17265555or
adeel.hameed@al-aali.com

      
    
ESMAELY LENZOHM ELECTRICAL
    
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
of 

DRIVER , suitably qualified
applicants

 
can contact 17830909
or info@

     
esmaelylenzohm.com
   

DOWN

TOWN

CONSTRUCTION

         
COMPANYW.L.L.
for the

  has
 a vacancy
  
occupation
of
STEEL
CHIPPER
,
suitably
 
qualified
applicants can
contact 17404866

 

or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH

    


     
DOWN  
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the


 
occupation
of CARPENTER , suitably



qualified applicants can contact 17404866
    COM.BH

orDOWNTOWN@BATELCO.

       

   
 
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION


COMPANY W.L.L. has
a vacancy for the

occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably

06
10

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER11,
21,2020
2020

Classifieds

VACANCIES
   AVAILABLE
    
CONTINUED
    
 applicants
 

qualified
can contact
17404866
or 
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.
 
 COM.BH


17725075
or yousif@aanass.net


Me 
  for the
Secure
W.L.L has a vacancy
occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD ,
   
   
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
   
17749697
or
secure.me@live.com









      
AL-NAMAL
&       
   CONTRACTING
  
TRADING
CO.
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
for
TRADING
S.P.C has a
 ALKHAMIS
  
 
         ABRAJ
the
occupation
of WORKER
for the occupation of WORKER


, suitably vacancy
    
qualified
applicants
can contact 17251444 ,
suitably qualified
applicants can contact
 
 

   
or NAMALCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
17630580 or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
      
  

GMAIL.COM
 








ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING &
       ¡  
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy BIN NASS CLENING has a vacancy for
 

 
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably the
occupation of WORKER
, suitably
   applicants
 can
 contact
 

 
 can
  contact

qualified
applicants
33344033 qualified
36858085
CLEDERAJOWELYN@YAHOO.COM
      
      COM  or
orAHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.
    

 ALSAYED TRADING &
ABDULAZIZ

   
CONTRACTING
W.L.L. has a vacancy
the

 of
  DRIVER(HEAVY

for
occupation
  

  qualified
  
TRUCK)
,
suitably
 

 
applicants
can contact
33344033
or

AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM

£

  


MERKAVA
COSTRUCTION
has a
  
  ofWORKER
  
vacancy
for the occupation

,
suitably 
qualified 
applicants 
can contact

34114218
or MERKAVABH@HOTMAIL.COM

   
Nuzul Constructions And Interior Design
  has
 a
W.L.L
vacancy for the
occupation of

   
  
   applicants
  
WORKER
, suitably qualified
GULF
CITY
CLEANING
W.L.L
has
a
 
 
can contact 38888784 or mseyadi@
vacancy
for the
LABOURER

 occupation
  of
   
  
nuzulgroup.com
 can
 contact

, 
suitably 
qualified applicants
      
  
 
17725075
or yousif@aanass.net
Texas
a vacancy
the
Chicken
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Pooran, Maxwell guide
Punjab to victory over Delhi

Team Bahrain McLaren’s
Tratnik wins Giro stage 16
Joao Almeida still in pink as Jan Tratnik edged past Ben O’Connor in a two-man
finish to win the 16th stage of the Giro d’Italia

•

Glenn Maxwell (L) and Nicholas Pooran talk during the match
ANI | Dubai

N

icholas Pooran and Glenn
Maxwell played knocks of
53 and 32 respectively as Kings
XI Punjab defeated Delhi Capitals by five wickets on Tuesday
here at the Dubai International
Stadium.
With this win, KXIP has
gone to the fifth position in
the points table with 8 points
from 10 matches while Delhi
Capitals is still at the top of
the table with 14 points from
10 matches.
Chasing 165, KXIP got off
to a bad start as the side lost
skipper KL Rahul (15) in the
third over of the innings. Spinner Axar Patel provided the
much-needed breakthrough
to Delhi Capitals.
Chris Gayle and Mayank
Agarwal tried to retrieve the
innings for KXIP as the duo
put on 35 runs for the second
wicket. However, Ravichandran Ashwin staged Delhi’s
comeback in the sixth over
of the innings as both Gayle
(29) and Agarwal (5) lost their
wickets, reducing KXIP to 56/3.

Chelsea must
tighten up at
the back to take
pressure off attack Azpilicueta

In a spot of bother, Nicholas
Pooran and Glenn Maxwell
got together at the crease to
retrieve the innings for KXIP.
Both batsmen stitched together a partnership of 69 runs,
which saw Pooran bringing up
his half-century.
However, with Punjab just
40 runs away from the target,
Delhi Capitals’ got the breakthrough of Pooran (53) as he
was sent back to the pavilion
by Kagiso Rabada. With just
18 runs required, KXIP was
given another blow by Rabada
as he dismissed the set batsman Maxwell (32) in the 16th
over.
In the end, Deepak Hooda
(15*) and James Neesham (10*)
ensured KXIP does not suffer
from any more hiccups and the
duo took the side over the line
by five wickets with six balls
to spare.
Earlier, Shikhar Dhawan’s
unbeaten knock of 106 runs
guided Delhi Capitals to 164/5
in the allotted twenty overs
against KXIP. The left-handed
Dhawan also became the first
cricketer to score back to back
centuries in IPL.

Tratnik beat
O’Connor by seven
seconds at the end of the
hilly 229-kilometer route
AFP | Paris

S

lovenian Jan Tratnik soloed to victory in yesterday’s 16th stage of the Giro
d’Italia with Portugal’s Joao
Almeida holding the leader’s
pink jersey in the final week of
the race around Italy.
Tratnik, a 30-year-old Bahrain McLaren rider, crossed the
line seven seconds ahead of Australian Ben O’Connor, after the
run from Udine on the border
with Slovenia.
Deceuninck’s Almeida finished nearly 13 minutes off the
pace among the peloton of favourites to keep the overall lead.
The race finishes in Milan on
October 25.
Colombian sprinter Fernando
Gaviria was among two positive
coronavirus tests announced
before the stage from a batch of
492 during Monday’s rest day.
The second was an AG 2R La
Mondiale team employee.
“Gaviria went straight into
isolation after the test result.
He feels fine and is completely
asymptomatic,” his UAE Emirates team announced.

Bahrain McLaren’s Jan Tratnik celebrates as he crosses the finish line
“All the other riders and staff
members returned negative
tests and will have other tests
today,” the team said.
Gaviria, who also tested positive for the virus in February,
had been 126th out of 138 in the
general classification, almost
three and a half hours behind
Almeida.
Monday’s total of two positives was down on the first
round of testing, when the virus was detected in riders Steven Kruijswijk and Michael

Guardiola takes blame for Euro flop
as Man City launch new campaign
AFP | London

Cesar Azpilicueta
Reuters | London

C

helsea must cut out
the individual errors
and make better decisions
to stop leaking goals and
putting pressure on their
attack, skipper Cesar Azpilicueta has said.
Frank Lampard’s side
have kept only one clean
sheet in the Premier League
this season and dropped
points in high-scoring
draws against West Bromwich Albion and Southampton.
“When you have solidity
defensively it gives a boost
to the whole team, to the
attacking players to create
chances,” Azpilicueta told
reporters ahead of their
Champions League group
stage match against Sevilla.
“When you are weak defensively ... we feel like we
have to score three or four
goals every game.

Jan Tratnik’s teammate
Enrico Battaglin proved
to be the fastest by
winning the sprint in
the chasing group and
taking third place

Nadal to play Paris
Masters next month
AFP | Paris

R

P

ep Guardiola admitted yesterday that he still feels
responsible for the manner of
Manchester City’s Champions
league exit last season, saying
they have to “close these gaps”
as they chase European glory.
City, who host Porto in
their opening group match on
Wednesday, have never gone
beyond the semi-finals of the
competition despite all their
domestic success in recent
years.
Memories of the quarter-final
loss to Lyon in August remain
fresh for Guardiola, who won
the competition for the second
time as Barcelona boss in 2011
but has failed to lift the trophy
since.
“It was a tough moment,” said
the Catalan. “I felt so responsible for how the club felt, the
players. I was not able to drive
the club and I feel responsible.
“But watching the games we
have to accept the reality that
we were not good enough. We
did not play bad, we played
some real good moments but
we sometimes made mistakes
and in this competition you
cannot do it.”
Guardiola said City were not
far away from cracking the secret of European success.
“I always had the feeling we
were close,” he said. “The gaps
were little but you have to close

KNOW WHAT

afael Nadal announced
yesterday that he will
compete in the Paris Masters
next month, despite previously
saying he might not play again
this season.
The 34-year-old won a record-extending 13th French
Open title earlier this month
with a one-sided final victory over world number one
Novak Djokovic at Roland
Garros.
“It’s indoor season time...
this picture was earlier today
practicing at @rnadalacad-

Manchester City’s Spanish head-coach Pep Guardiola attends a training session
(file photo)
at home.
“The reality to win the home
games is so important for qualification,” he said. “We’re still a
little bit away from where we
want to be.”
Champions league
City were without Kevin De
trophies have been won
Bruyne, Gabriel Jesus, Aymeric
by Pep Guardiola, last as
Laporte and Benjamin Mendy
Barcelona boss in 2011
for Saturday’s 1-0 win against
Arsenal, but Guardiola said the
situation was slowly improving.
“Oleksandr Zinchenko is
these gaps. We have to solve it.
“It’s the past. Now is a new back and other players are
opportunity and we are going back,” he said. “Ilkay Gundogan, Bernardo Silva and Joao
to start at zero again.”
The former Barcelona and Cancelo are in good condition.
Bayern Munich coach said We expect Benjamin Mendy
Wednesday’s fixture had add- back soon so the team will
ed significance because it was grow.”

2

Matthews along with six team
personnel.
The day after the first tests,
two teams quit the race -- Kruijswijk’s Jumbo-Visma outfit and
Michelton-Scott whose leader
Simon Yates had stopped after
developing minor symptoms.
Yesterday’s undulating 229km
stage ran from Udine through
the foothills of the Julian Alps
with a final circuit around
Daniele del Friuli, with Monte
Ragogna climbed three times –
over two 27km circuit laps.

emy,” he posted on Twitter
alongside a photo of him training.
“And yes... getting ready for
#ParisBercy.”
The Paris Masters is scheduled to run from November
2-8.
Any health rules to be implemented for the event due
to the coronavirus are yet to
be announced.
After moving level with Roger Federer on a men’s record
20 Grand Slam titles, Nadal
said: “I don’t know what I’m
going to do after Roland Garros.
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After Fight of the Year in 2019,
human highlight-reel Hlongwa
returns at BRAVE CF 44

Ahli lift Khalifa bin Salman Cup
Victors secure impressive league-and-cup double after defeating arch-rivals
Manama in final

•

Cabinet Affairs
Ministry undersecretary
HH Shaikh Isa bin
Ali bin Khalifa Al
Khalifa attends final,
presents trophy to
Cup champions

KNOW WHAT

•

TDT | Manama

T

wo heavy-handed Middleweights will face each other in what is expected to be an
action-packed bout at BRAVE
CF 44 in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Mzwandile ‘’Snakebone’’
Hlongwa will be back in search
of another highlight knockout
against Austria’s Dom Schober.
BRAVE CF will be back at the
Kombat Kingdom with a series
of exciting fights next month.
Among the bouts confirmed is
the return of Hlongwa, who
will look to get one step closer
to an eventual title shot as he
takes on Schober in the main
card of BRAVE CF 44.
Hlongwa is coming off a big
win against his idol Jeremy
Smith in what was voted as
BRAVE CF’s Fight of the Year
for 2019. Although a loss to
Khamzat Chimaev in his promotional debut caused the

only blemish on his record,
Mzwandile’s fight history is
full of exciting performances.
This includes an astonishing
first round knockout victory against Torbjorn Madsen
which went viral online.
His opponent will no doubt
match his power, as Schober
has had of all 11 professional
wins come via stoppage. But
with losses in his two previous
bouts he will be looking for a
strong return to winning ways.
BRAVE CF 44 is headlined by
a gigantic title fight as reigning
Lightweight world champion
Cleiton ‘’Predator’’ defends his
throne against top contender
and submission machine Amin
‘’Fierceness’’ Ayoub. Also set
for fight night are two pivotal
match-ups at Welterweight
(Abdoul Abdouraguimov vs
Louis Glismann) and Lightweight (with John Brewin taking on veteran Rolando Dy).

Hesham Sarhan
scores Ahli’s final four
points, including a jump
shot with 19 seconds that
virtually iced the game
His Highness Shaikh Isa, front left, alongside Ahli’s Qurban and team official
Khalid Kanoo during the Cup presentation

TDT | Manama

A

l Ahli lifted this year’s
Khalifa bin Salman Cup
last night to secure a
spectacular league-and-cup
double for the 2019/2020 Bahrain basketball season.
Ahli secured the prestigious
trophy following a thrilling 9991 triumph over Manama in the
one-off final.
Star guard Hesham Sarhan
scored the victors’ last four
points in the contest, including an off-balance jumper with
19 seconds to go that made it a
two-possession game and virtually iced the victory. Sarhan
then pegged the final score with
a pair of charity shots with eight
seconds left.
Ahli’s Cup win yesterday added to their Zain Bahrain Basketball League title, which they

clinched late last month in a
championship series where they
also faced Manama.
Ahli and Manama were presented their respective awards
following last night’s game in a
ceremony attended by Cabinet
Affairs Ministry undersecretary
and former Bahrain Basketball
Association (BBA) president His
Highness Shaikh Isa bin Ali bin
Khalifa Al Khalifa. Ahli skipper
Mohammed Qurban received
the Khalifa bin Salman Cup on
the team’s behalf.
Other high-ranking BBA and
Ahli officials were also on hand.
American professionals Brandon Brown and Dominique Sutton have been Ahli’s dynamic
duo since the resumption of
league and cup action, and the
tandem once again came up big

Alaswad wins Golden Boot award
•

14

Bahrain national
team will face UAE
next month

Ahli were the early aggressors, taking a 31-20 lead at the
end of the first quarter. But Manama fought back brilliantly and
were able to take a slim 47-46
lead at the half.
In the third period, Ahli regained control and enjoyed a
double-digit 78-67 advantage
heading into the final canto.
There, they went ahead by 15
points after two Sarhan freethrows with eight minutes still
to play, but then Manama began to slowly chip away at their
deficit.
The boys in blue were able to
get back to within four points
on multiple possessions in the
last two minutes, but they got
no closer as Ahli had an answer
each time. They did well to stave
off the Manama comeback and
seal the Cup victory.

Doping charges against
Bahrain’s 400m world
champion Naser dismissed

goals were scored by
Komail Alaswad in
the 2019/2020 season
of Nasser bin Hamad
Bahrain Premier Football
League

TDT | Manama

N

ational team midfielder
and Riffa Club star Komail
Alaswad has won the Golden
Boot award of the 2019/2020
Nasser bin Hamad Bahrain Premier Football League.
Alaswad secured the coveted
title after finishing the recently
concluded season with an impressive 14 goals.
The 26-year-old was in fine
form throughout the competition, with his closest challenger a distant six goals behind in
Riffa teammate Sayed Hashem
Sayed Isa.
Three others were tied third
in the race for the Golden Boot.
Scoring seven goals apiece were
Cameroonian professional Ernst Thierry Anang of Al Ahli,
Brazilian import Everton de
Mendonca of Muharraq, and
Libyan professional Mohammed Soulah, also of Riffa.
This year’s league was postponed for more than four
months due to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Hidd
were crowned champions after
finishing a point ahead of Muharraq, while Riffa—who scored

for their team, combining for
60 points.
Brown had a game-high 34
to go along with 14 rebounds,
while Sutton’s 26 included an
impressive five three-pointers.
Ta l e n t e d c o m b o g u a r d
Maitham Jameel scored 15 and
had 10 assists with zero turnovers while also registering four
steals. Sarhan chipped in with 12
markers and Qurban had nine.
Most of Ahli’s offensive production came from their five
starters, with the bench only
contributing three points.
For Manama, Hasan Nowrooz
scored 23 to pace his team in
the losing effort, while American Harvey Jerai Grant added
20 and 10 boards. Young guard
Mustafa Hussain Ali was a spark
off the bench, chipping in 14.

American professionals
Brandon Brown and
Dominique Sutton have
been Ahli’s dynamic duo
since the resumption of
league and cup action,
and the tandem once
again delivered, combining for 60 points

Riffa Club’s Komail Alaswad (L) controls the ball (file photo)
the most goals out of all teams
with 50—finished third, three
points back.
The rest of the standings saw
Al Najma, East Riffa, Manama and Al Ahli ranked fourth
through seventh, respectively;
while Al Shabab and Al Hala
were both relegated to the second division.
Busaiteen, on the other hand,
will have to play Bahrain Club
over two legs for the right to remain in the top flight. They will
be facing off in the first match

tomorrow, to be followed by
the second leg on Monday next
week.
Malkiya and Budaiya have
both been promoted to the premier league after finishing as
the top two in the second division.

Friendly against UAE set
Meanwhile, Bahrain’s senior men’s national team have
added an international friendly
match against the UAE during
their training camp in Dubai

next month.
This was confirmed by the
Bahrain Football Association,
and the game will be played on
November 16.
The tune-up adds to Bahrain’s other already scheduled
friendlies against Tajikistan on
November 7 and Lebanon on
November 12.
The nationals are scheduled
to hold their overseas camp
from November 1 to 17.
Bahrain will be preparing
for their remaining qualifying matches for the 2022 FIFA
World Cup and the 2023 AFC
Asian Cup. The joint-qualifiers have been delayed due to
COVID-19, and matches are only
expected to resume next year.
Bahrain are in Group C of
joint-qualifying, where they
currently sit in second place
behind leaders Iraq. They are
ranked ahead of Iran, Hong
Kong, and Cambodia following
five games already played, with
three remaining.

Salwa Eid Naser celebrates after her victory (file photo)
TDT | Manama

T

he doping charges brought
against Bahrain’s 400 metre world champion Salwa Eid
Naser have been dismissed,
the Athletics Integrity Unit
announced yesterday.
The 22-year-old Naser was
provisionally suspended in
June and charged with failing
to meet ‘whereabouts’ criteria.
The AIU charged the runner
with four alleged ‘whereabouts’ failures which included three missed tests between
March 2019 and January this
year.
But the World Athletics Disciplinary Tribunal did not confirm a missed test from April

2019, therefore meaning Naser had not missed three tests
within 12 months which is required to prove an anti-doping
violation.
The AIU added that it has the
right to appeal to the Court of
Arbitration for Sport.
Naser stunned athletics
in Doha last year when she
powered to the third-fastest
400m time in history to win
the world title.
Her time of 48.14 seconds
has only been bettered by
East German Marita Koch in
1985 and former Czech runner
Jarmila Kratochvilova in 1983.
The AIU is the independent anti-doping watchdog for
track and field, set up in 2017.
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